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SUSTAIANAUTY AS INTERGENERATIONAL EQUiTY:
THE CHAULENGE TO ECONOMIC THOUGHT AND PRACTICE

Richard D. Norgaard

'Our theories ... are rays of light, which illuminate a part of the target, leaving the
rest in darkness. ... It is obvious that a theory which is to perform this function satis-
factorily must be well chosen; otherwise it will illumine the wrong things. Further,
since it is a changing world that we are studying, a theory which illumines the right
things at one time may illumine the wrong things at another.'

John R. Hicks (Wealth and Welfare: Collected Essays on Economic Theory. 1981. pp. 232)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0.1. This paper presumes the intemational discourse on the sustainability of development
is concerned with a) the rights of future generations to the services of natural and produced
assets and b) whether formal and informal institutions which affect the transfer of assets
to future generations are adequate to assure the quality of life in the long-run. Sustainability
is primarily an issue of intergenerational equity. The noneconomic discourse on sustain-
ability is clearly about caring for the future.

0.2. Conversely, this paper contests the implicit premises of economics as now practiced.
FiMat. in the face of the sustainability debate, many academic and practicing economists still
assume that technology will offset resource depletion and environmental degradation. Tech-
nological optimism may or may not be appropriate, but it is not inherent to economic reason-
ing. Second, existing theory on intertemporal resource allocation, oft cited to justify prac-
tice, tacitly assumes that current generations hold all rights to asets and should efficiently
exploit them. Ibi. there has been an Implicit assumption that the mechanisms affecting
the maintenance and transfer of assets to future generations are both working optimally and
are unaffected by current economic decisions. The interplay between institutions and envir-
onmental management Is now well recognized, but analyses to date have only addressed
market distortions and the Internalization of externalities. While new technologies have dra-
matically increased people's ability to use resources and degrade ecosystems, no analyses
have been undertaken of the adequacy of Institutions for protecting the rights of future
generations. This paper addresses each of these working premises of economics.
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0.3. Different intergeneratioial distributions of assets are as5 ciated with different effici-
ent allocations of resources. This paper is informed by three overlapping generations models.
The first, available in the academic literature, is a partial equilibrium model which illustrates
how alternate distributions of rights to a stock resources across generations affects the effi-
cient allocation of resources. The second, presented in Appendix 2, is a general equilibrium
model which Illustrates a stock resource economy in which concem for the futue is achieved
through income transfers to future generations. The third, presented In Appendix 3, is a
general equilibrium model which illustrates a renewable resource economy in which concem
for the future occurs through the older generation's utility from the utility of the younger
generation as well as its own. These models demonstrate how resource use, consumption,
and prices, including interest rates, change with different levels of concern for the future.

0.4. While environmental, forestry, and resource economics are concemed with the long-
term, this concem has been rooted in the presumption that market failures prevent the main-
tenance of resources for future generations. Hence improvements in long-term allocation
have been pursued in terms of internalizing environmental externalities. While environmental
extemalities are no doubt a problem, suboptimal allocations due to inappropriate distribution
between generations cannot be solved solely by correcting extemalities. Indeed, intemalizing
externalities without protecting the future can hasten resource exploitation.

0.5. Intertemporal general equilibrium models incorporating overlapping generations and
resource constraints demonstrate that the efficient allocation of resources is a function of
intergenerational distribution. While this "finding" is theoretically elementary, it is at odds
with the understandings about allocation and valuation developed through partial equilibrium
modeling undertaken in environmental, forestry, and resource economics. A few economists
are now admitting that economies may not achieve sustainability because sustainability is
a matter of equity rather than efficiency. But to date, these economists advocate achieving
equity through imposing environmental and resource constraints on economic efficiency con-
ceived in a partial equilibrium framework. The models informing this discussion better illu-
mine the problem and provide new insights by incorporating equity into a general equilibrium
model and observing how equity affects efficiency. While maintaining natural capital through
constraints might protect the future, thinking of the problem as one of how this generation
expresses its concem for the next highlights the importance of institutions and social values
affecting bequests and other mechanisms.

0.6. Many economists, as well as environmentalists, have noted that discounting the
benefits received and costs bome by future generations in project analysis is contradictory
with a concem for sustainability. While lower discount rates give greater weight to the
future, using rates different than market rates, or what markea. rates would be without distor-
tions, results in inefficient use of capital. One of the insights from framing sustainability in
a general equilibrium model is that with a transfer to future generations the efficient alloca-
tion of resources results in new levels of savings and investment, a shift in the types of in-
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vestmens, and a different rate of Interest. Thus the discount rate, father than being an in-
stUmental variable for protecing Xt future, varies as the future is protected.

0.7. A distinction must be made between investments to improve the welfare of current
generations given their consumption time preference and social decisions to transfer more
resources to future generations. The benefits from changing from one level of protecting
future generations to another are not discounted. Cost-effectiveness criteria are used to
determine the optimal investment package to meet intergenerational transfer goals to protect
future generatkions.

0.8. Markets themselves do not provide for intergenerational equity any more than they
provide for intragenerational equity. "Trickle Ahead is no more suitable as an operating
norm for development than is OTrickle Down". There Is certainly good reason to believe that
historic asst transfer mechanisms, to the extent that they have not been broken down by
development, are not adequate under modem technologies, current population levels, and
global economic interconnectedness. While adequate levels of assets have been transferred
from one generation to the next In many cultures over long time periods, very little is known
about the cultural mores and institutional mechanisms which have facilitated transfers.
Modem capital markets may fail to both maximize the welfare of the current generation given
its consumption time preferences and meet the current generation's goals of transferring
assets to future generations. Redistributive failure may occur because private redistribution
has public good aspects. In addition, severs a;e probably unable to determine or control
whether they are receiving a retum from investments which will be transferred to future gen-
erations or from investments which are depleting the assets that might have been transferred
to future generations. This implies that asset monitoring and guidance mechanisms are
m n eded to supplement capital markets.

0.9. The determination of the optimal intergenerational distribution of rights to assets is
Impossible without an intergenerational welfare function. The widespread acceptance of
sustainability as an objective of development, however, indicates that sustainability itself can
be treated as a minimum criterion of intergenerational equity. Economics can assist in the
interpretation of what sustainability as a minimum criterion means in practice, the extent to
which it is being met, and the viability of the institutions which assure that it is being met.
Economic reasoning and empirical methodologies can assist in analyses of historic and cur-
rent levels of asset transfer, in analyses of whether the quantities of assets transferred meet
minimal sustainability criteria, and analyses of changes in and the current viability of Insti-
tutions affecting the formation, maintenance, and transfer of natural and other assets. While
there is considerable scope for economic analysis to inform social decisions with respect to
sustainebility, economists need to be careful that they do not fallaciously critique
redistributions to future generations based on efficiency arguments which implicitly assume
the current genertion has no responsibilities to the future.
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0.10. Economists' historic emphasis onefficiency, implicitlytaking thexisting distribution
of asts as a given, has limited their abIity to perceive and respond to the challenge of sus-
tainabliity. This emphasis logically evolved through economists' participation in progresive
insttutions establishd, In part, to circumvent the irrational" politics of distribution. Accept-
ing the existing distribution of income also justifies the use of data generated by markets,
thereby giving economic reasoning empirical grounding and scling. Economists can partici-
pate more ffectively in the diverse social decisonmaking arenas in which intergenerational
equity decisions are being made if they use economic analysis to complement other types
of analysis rather than assume that economic reasoning is a sieve through which other forms
of reasoning must pass.

0.11. From the operational perspective of development assistance agencies, addressing
the sustainability of development would further the shift away from project analysis toward
country level and policy analysis as well as toward increased country dialogue. At the level
of project analysis, emphasis would need to be given to how projects affect the formation,
maintenance, and transfer of assets to future generations as well as to efficiency analyses.

0.12. Pursuing sustainability as intergenerational equity leads to quions with respect to
whether capital markets can facilitate both investments to meet the current generations con-
sumption time preference and transfers to meet its concem for future generations. Such an
exploration reinforces the concems expressed by theorists investigating intertemporal general
equilibrium and exhaustible resource allocation that stfficient actors must have a global view
for things to work out right. Such a global view must incorporate knowledge from the na-
tural sciences and information generally beyond that provided by markets to avoid being my-
opic. Intemational development agencies as major actors with excellent access to global
information rhould play a key role in the synthesis and use of such a global view.

0.13. The paper presents sociological explanations of how economics evolved to help iden-
tify how it became the way It Is and to give perspective on how sustainability challenges the
discipline. The footnotes also provide considerable commentary and extensive reference to
the socio-economic literature outside of the technocratic progresive or neoconservative
stances that economists typically take towards politics.



SUSTAINABIUTY AS INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY:
THE CHALLENGE TO ECONOMIC THOUGHT AND PRACTICE

1. THE CHALLENGE TO DEVELOPMENT POLICY

1.1. In Westem and westemized societies, the primary promulgators of values, knowledge,
and collective action are separate institutions. And yet linkages between church, science. and
the state are necessary in spite of the principle of separation. How could govemmental agen-
cies, unable to return to their goveming bodies on every decision, determine what abould be
done without appealing to values, and, apart from science, ascertain how OM to do it? For
questions of economic development. such linkages were effectively made through the first half
of the 20th century by progressive technocrats - engineers, agricultural scientists, foresters,
and, later, professional planners. The public sanctioned these professionals to act - to com-
bine publicly-held values with scientific knowledge - on its behalf. This sanctioning was rooted
in a common vision of progress and a shared faith in how Western science and technology
could accelerate development,u

1.2. Ectnomists, with their more encompassing definition of efficiency and explicit belief
In positivism, helped fill the void after World War II. Economists rapidly asumed positions in
the machinery of govemment in democratic and authortarian, and capitalist and socialist states
alike. During this same period, economists' progressive optimism for the possibilities of materi-
al plenty for all the people of the world also carried them, naively for sure, to the head of the
global pursuit for economic developmentXA A repertoire of practical economic experience and
understanding as well as arguments developed to justify practice rapidly accumulated. The
intemational discourse on the sustainability of development challenges these understandings
and beliefs accumulated since World War II.

1.3. The style of intemational economic development that actually unfolded was a product
of a myriad of different factors in different places, but economists assumed the burden of try-

1. I use the term progressive technocrat" in the sense formalized by the
thinking of Auguste Comte (A general View of PostLvism, 1848) and as implmented
in Western countries beginning with the progressive era at the last turn of the
century. The term incorporates the general belief that much of the subjective,
folly of politics can be avoided by the use of technical experts who provide "ob-
jectivem knowledge with respect to what can be done and then implement legisla-
tive decisions effectLvely, rationally following established rules or scientific
laws. Por an Lnterprotation of the evolution of progressive thlnking in econo-
mic. as a material, earth-bound, extenaLon of Judeo-Christian progressive be-
lefo, see Robert B. Nlelson (Reaching for Heaven on arth"he Theloalcal
ealnine of Nga9nmiau, 1991).

2. ?or reflections on the rise of economists ln governments throughout the
world includig in international developmnt agencies, see Joseph A. Pechman (Gd)
(Th Role of Iconam.ist LA 2Goermnt An XntSernAIOGa Peranective, 1989).
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Ing to guide, explain, and rationalize the development process. Their representations were soon
challenged, however, by others, typically with natural science training, who interpreted the de-
velopment process quite differently. In the late 1 960s and early 19709, scientists concerned
with population gvowthk and resource scarcity4' argued that the number of people could not
keep doubling and that the course of development, for rich and poor nations alike, had to
become more resource conserving. While these Interpretations incorporated technological
ch3nge. they did not optimistically assume that endogenously generated technological change
would automatically be sufficient to resolve whatever problem might arise. As the decade of
the 1 970s progressed, problems in environmental management were beginning to become ob-
vious to more and more people. Technologies initiated for developing nations conflicted with
understandings recently acquired in the industrialized nations. Green revolution technologies,
for example, with their greater need for fertilizers and pesticides, were being adopted in devel-
oping countries at the same time as concerns over energy scarcity and the miste of toxics
In developed nations were rising. New technologies finally seemed to be propelling third world
development about when people in the industrialized North realized that new technologies can
be expected to have unforeseeable, undesirable consequences. And the unforeseen and un-
desired which appeared in the South seemed especially so.

1.4. In other cases, development seemed to be propelled along an environmentally and cul-
turally destructive course due to a multitude of interactive causes within and between poor and
rich nations. The causes of deforestation in the tropics, for example, have been both very
complex and specific to different locations and time periods. Even though instigated by a con-
fluence of different interactive causes in different places, the rise in deforestation rates
matched a growing public awareness In industrialized nations of the Importance of biodiversity.
Similarly, the rise In conflicts with tribal peoples coincided with a rising interest in the cultural
survival of the few traditional peoples still on the globe.

1.5. It is important to keep in mind that both the dominant vision of what development
could be, commonly attributed to economists, and the stance of its critics, customarily thought
of as environmentalists, are broadly based and rather amorphous. The historic roots of each
intertwine with Westem traditions, religion, philosophy, and science, and with the experience
of developed nations. Recently, each has also acquired new roots springing from the traditions
and experience of the cultures and environments of developing nations. Neither economic nor
environmental reasoning starts with axioms engraved in stone. Most people eclectically ascribe
to a mix of both pattems of thinking and perceive both economic gains and environmental
losses. And yet, as the debate over the course of development took public form during the
1 980s, one could rightfully interpret 'economism' and 'environmentalism as separate, incon-

3. Paul R. Zhrllch (lhe Pooulation Bomb, 1968) and Paul R. Shrlich and Anne
thrlich b=22 lation RDlosLon, 1990).

4. Donolla . Meadows, at a. (The ,m t h 1972).
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gruous secular religions.IL While they are most noted for their differences with respect to
values, it is also important to bear in mind that each is backed by different combinations of
Westem science and understanding, different interpretations of the prospects for and conse-
quences of new technologies, and different judgments as to the appropriateness of alternative
responses to uncertainty.

1.6. During the 1 980s, there was a positive feedback between how development unfolded,
the rise of new understandings, the shift in public views toward environmentalism, and in-
creased acceptance and demand for more participatory apptoaches to development planning 1

These mutually reinforcing phenomena provided the political base for environmental activists
to challenge the most visible development institutions and most unsustainable development pro-
jects. The World Bank assumed the brunt of the attack for its participation in the Polonoreste
Project located in Brazil's region of the Amazon tropical rainforest in the State of Rondonias
During the clashes of the 1 980s, both economists and environmentalists pursued parts of their
strategy successfully. Economists effectively pressed the case for free markets to increase effi-
ciency and enhance the ability of developing countries to meet their debt obligations. At the
same time, environmentalists successfully convinced national govemments to establish biologi-
cal reserves to protect key species, areas of unusual biodiversity, and unique ecosystems.
Without resolving primary conflicts, development activities assumed a bimodal nature - part
conventional development, pan biological conservation.

1.7 During the 1 980s, however, many environmentalists began to acknowledge that hun-
gry people could neither live by nor leave biosphere reserves alone. With this realization, some
environmentalists began to accept the challenges of designing and implementing alternative de-
velopment strategies.E Simultaneously, many in the international development community

5. Wilfred Beckerman (Iconomists, Scientists, and Environmental Catastro-
phe, 1972) and Daniel S. Luten (Ecological Optimism in the Social Sciences, 1980)
explore the dichotomous positions from the perspective of social and natural sci-
entists respectively.

6. The trend from a progressive to participatory approach in politics and
administration parallels the trend in science from the belief that the sciences
would progressively merge into one correct way of undorstanding an objective,
static reality to the understanding that knowing is a human activity with
multiple logical patterns of thinking about the complexities of a world we have
shaped and are continuing to shape. The importance of this epistemological shift
to economLcs is elaborated by Robert R. Nelson (op cit, chapter 7) and by Richard
D. Norgaard (The Case for Methodological Pluralism, 1989).

7. stephon Schwartzman (Bankrolling Disasters: international Development
Banks and the Global Environment, 1986).

8. This transition might best be demarcated by the decision of the Xnterna-
tional Union for the conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (XUCN) to de-
sign and implement conservation strategies ln cooperation with national govern-
ments (lUCK, World conservation stratga LivinaRsource C2nservaion for Sua-
tainable f gMloamt, 1980). The IUcN effort soon encountered the difficult
questLons of equity which they addressed in a major international conference on

(continued...)
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began to openly acknowledge the environmental consequences of conventional development.
Yet a third factor contributed to the changing dynamic. Development planning and implementa-
tion continued to gradually shift in two apparently contradictory directions. At the project level,
it clearly moved away from progressive technocratic toward more participatory approaches.
The international development agencies began to work directly with nongovernmental organiza-
tions and to encourage the governments of developing countries to use them both for advice
and project implementation.&L At the same time, the emphasis of development agencies shift-
ed away from projects toward institution building, policy dialogue at the highest levels of
government, and economic restructuring to meet lending criteria. The combination of these
factors diffused much of the debate between the two secular religions, transforming the con-
flict into a prolonged discourse on the meaning of and possibilities for sustainable development.
The seminal work of the World Commission on Environment and Development institutionalized
the exchange of views). During this period, intemational aid agencies as well as most
national governments adopted the objective of sustainable development.u"

1.8. A decline of faith in the inevitability of progress is an important component of the
international discourse on sustainability.mL Obviously if people had retained the fLith they had
in progress over the past several centuries, they would not be concerned about sustainability.
Whether one believes in progress or not, of course, has little impact on whether sustainability
is actually a problem. Loss of faith is attributed in the developing world to the excessive

8.(...continued)
that theme, (Peter Jacobs and David A. Munro Conservation with Zaultv: S;rategies
for Sustainable Develo=ment, 1987). IUCN is currently negotiating a new document
that better incorporates the diverse concerns and knowledge of representatives
and experts from the developing countries (Carina for the Wotrld A Strt%eag for
Sustainability, draft 1990).

9. This shift is confirmed and elaborated by Wilfried P. Thalwitz and Nosen
Qureshi, two senior vice presidents of the World Bank (Participatory Development:
A New Imperative of Our Times, 1991).

10. World Commission on Envirorment and Development (Our common Future,
1987).

11. The World Bank established an environmental unit in 1971, initiated
projects with environmental objectives in 1974, President Clausen (Sustainable
Developments The Global Imperative, 1981) and President Conable (xxx, 1986) spoke
to the ecological basis of sustainability in their earliest speeches, and by 1987
sustainability was an announced policy (Philippe Lo Prestre, The World Bank and
the lnviromMUnta Challenee, 1989; World Bank, 1987).

12. Only 36% of Americans in early March 1991, at the peak of enthusiasm
after 'winning" the war with Iraq, thought the future for the next generation
will be better than life today, up from 28% in June 1990 (Robin Toner, *Poll
Finde Postwar Glow Dimmed by the conomy"). While critiques of the idea of
progress date from the writLng of Georges Sorel* at the turn of the century (ThM
Illusion of Prcoareu, 1908) on through to Christopher Laech in the present (MMn
True and Only avan: prooreand Its Critics, 1991), attention to the decline
ln faith is relativoly recent (Almond, Gabriel A., Marvin Chodorow, and Rey Har-
vey Pearce (eds) Z= m , 1982; and Robert Nesbit (LaY01ary
of th2 Idea 2na gs ,, 1980).
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promises of development relative to the results and in both the developing ond the industrialized
worlds to the recognition that new technologies inevitably have unforeseen, and perhaps catas-
trophic, environmental and social consequences.

1.9. The transition in beliefs led ethicists to ponder questions of intergeneratlonalequity and
the responsibilities of current generations to future generations.JJ John Rawla' 'veil of ig-
norance' is often invoked with the question: "if you could not choose the generation into which
you would be born, what rule for environmental and resource management would you choose?"
If we accept the premise of environmental scientists that planet earth is fit for people because
of the way nature evolved, all but incurable gamblers would choose a rule that assured that
the natural patrimony stays intact between generations. Each generation would have the right
to enjoy the services from natural assets, but the assets themselves must be passed on to the
next generation. And in fact such rules already exist for visitors to national parks, holders of
riparian water rights, tenants of farmland and buildings, and beneficiaries of charitable
trustsA. Environmental ethicists argue that the wide acceptance of the idea that develop-
ment must be sustainable implies an extension of such contractual relations to the biosphere
as a whole. Edith Brown Weiss Integrates questions of intergenerational equity with issues of
the rights of other species in an encompassing notion of 'planetary trust" which assures com-
munal and generational, rather than individual, rights. Her planetary trust concept accepts that
people live in a global, intertemporal commons and have responsibilities to others as well as
rights. Individual rights may be the best operational approach for specific cases, but Weiss
makes a strong case that the notion that nature can be divided into parts and over time and
generally assigned as individual rights is inappropriate as an initial, overarching framework for
approaching intergenerational equity.&

1.10. Thus, during this final decade of the 20th century, there is a pastiche of dialogues be-
tween people with different economic, environmental, and ethical understandings working in
international agencies and academic institutions. Joined by leaders of national governments,
nongovernmental organizations, and traditional cultures, from industrial and developing nations

13. See, for examples grnest Partridge (Rsonsibilities to Future Genera-
tions Enviromental Ethics, 1981), Bryan 0. Norton (EnvLromental Ethice and the
Rights of Future Generations, 1982), J. Baird Callicott (Xntrinsic value, Quantum
Theory, and Environmental Ethics, 1985), Christopher Store (Earth and- ther
Ethices Th Case for Moral Pluralism, 1987), Thomas errry (The Drea 2f the
M5Arh* 1989), and J. Ronald Engel and Joan Gibb angel (Ethics of nvironment and

Develo9 ntt Global Challenue. International Res2ons, 1990).

14. John A. Rawls' (A 1heorv of Justice, 1971).

15. Rawl's voll of ignorance is used by Edith Brown Veics (InEa.lnaa.t.
Fture enekations: xintarnatinal Law. mmon Patrioy and Intje nrational
FMLC, 1989) in the derivation of her ethical position. See alsoo Anthony
D'Amato (Do We Have a Duty to Future Generations to Preoerv the Global
Svilroraent?, 1990), Lothar Gcnding (Our Responsibility to Future Generations,

1990), and Edith Brown Weiss (Our Rights and Obligations to Future Gcnerations
for the Environment, 1990).
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alike, this discourse is steadily transforming our understanding of the desirable and the possi-
ble. At the same time, novel joint efforts between development agencies and nongovem-
mental environmental organizations such as the Tropical Forestry Action Plan are providing new,
shared experiential knowledge.12 Thus to a large extent the political challenge of sustainable
development is past. Sustainable development is accepted as policy. Elaborating policy goals
into practice, however, still presents a considerable conceptual challenge in light of how earlier
political and institutional environments affected the evolution of economic reasoning.

1.11. An Important cavtt is in order. While there is considerable agreement that develop-
ment must be sustainable, there is now less rareement on what development should be and
how 'it' might be achieved. This uncertainty is affecting the public's perception of the nature
of the problems which economists should address and the social environs in which economists
work. The conceptual solution advocated in this paper for understanding sustainability, for
example, has implications for how economists work with the political process. Thought and
practice need to evolve in the context of three key factors.

1.12. First, with the decline in faith in progress, many peoples are expressing less interest
in joining the 'modern project" and more interest in defining development locally and in terms
of their own cultures. The rising respect for cultural diversity is providing safer haven for tribal
peoples while the revitalization of traditional cultures threatens the very existence of key na-
tions. The search for sustainable development itself, furthermore, is leading in many directions.
And there is reason to argue that a culturally more diverse world might be more sustainable be-
cause it would not have *all of its eggs in the same basket." The environmental ravages of
war stemming from cultural differences and the increased likelihood of ecoterrorism, however,
could very easily more than offset this gain. In any case, the reculturalization of the world will
affect how the benefits of different courses of development are perceived, the technologies
used and hence environmental impacts to be avoided, and the pressures on particular
resources.

1.13. Second, the dramatic rise of non-governmental organizations is partly due to the inabil-

16. World Bank staff assumed a major role in this discourse. Key works by
Bank staff and consultants includes Yusuf Ahmad, Salan El-Serafy, and Ernst Lutz,
(fnvironmental Ac2ontina for Sstainable Develo_ent, 1989), Michael Z. Colby
(Bnviromental management in Developmentt The Evolution of Paradigms, 1990),
Herman S. Daly and John S. Cobb (Par the Comon Good: Redirecting the Scanom
Toward Community. the Znvironmentt and a Susta+iable Future$ 1989), Robert Good-
land and Gerge Ledec (Neoclassical Economics and Principles of Sustainable De-
velopment, 1987), and John Pezzey (Economic Analysis of Sustainable Growth and
Sustainable Development, 1989).

17. The Tropical Forestry Action Plan was initiated in 1985 by the World
Resources Institute with the help of the Rockefeller Foundation and joined by
UNFAO, UNoP, the World Bank and eventually a wide variety of non-governmental
organizations, natLonal governments, and bilateral aid organizations. TFAP'@
chaotlc evolutLon and mixed experience are leading to a major reorganization
(Robert Winterbottom, aLk LJtock: The 1oical Forestry-Action Plan After Five

,aara, 1990).
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ity of national govemments and international agencies to design and implement projects techno-
cratically from capital cities. Some interesting symbioses have evolved between large, central
agencies and small, dispersed non-governmental organizations. And yet non-govemmental org-
anizations are also political forums for greater participation. With reculturalization and greater
participation, projects are increasingly being designed to meet the minimum criteria of diverse
parties rather than designed to meet a single efficiency criteria.

1.14. Third, progressive scientists and resource managers, responding to the summons to
more fully manage environmental systems, discovered that their knowledge is highly frag-
mented and not readily linked. While economists contemplated the optimal application of pesti-
cides, agronomists could not show the relationship between rates of use and crop yield, soil
scientists and hydrologists could not predict how much pesticide would actually end up in
groundwater aquifers, and agricultural chemists could not explain how pesticides broke down
in soils and beyond. Many have argued the need for a substantial increase in environmental
monitoring. yet to the extent our knowledge really is fragmented, we have little basis for deter-
mining what should be measured. Well before the international development agencies accepted
sustainability as a development criteria, an accumulation of experience was forcing them to be
increasingly cognizant of interrelations between objectives and sectors as well as more aware
of the cultural contextuality of the development process. Concern for environmental linkages
seriously compounded the number of interconnections that needed to be considered. And yet
the fragmented nature of our knowledge is a fact that has not gone away. Economic analysts
have to interact with environmental scientists directly to asess the level of knowledge avail-
able in the design and analysis of projects. Economic theory needs to develop in consonant
with our increased awareness of our limited understanding of the fragmented nature of
knowledge rather than assume coherence.

1.15 In light of the above, it is probably best to think of the participants in the discourse
on sustainability as being either "progressives" or *environmentalists". Both 'progressives3

and *environmentalists' agree that there is an unacceptably high likelihood that development
as now implemented is unsustainable. This unsustainable development path is illustrated in
Figure 1 as the "consensus" path. But there is disagreement or. the course of action.
"Progressives" believe that sustainability will come through pushing the modern project to
completion; most assume a technocratic approach. T'hey argue that sustainability will require
a significant expansion in agricultural, forestry, and other research to implement more environ-
mentally compatible technologies, significantly more environmental monitoring and assessment,
and design new institutions to internalize external costs. They envision sustainability as a
matter of fully optimizing people's interaction with nature. Environmentalists view the chal-
lenge sustainability poses the modern project quite differently. Environmentalists are split be-

18. The nature of environmntal science and how Systems sre understood is
elaborated in tiorgaard (Snvronmenatal Science as a social Process, 1990).
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Figure 1

tween technocrats who think the new environmental scientists have reasonable answers and
populists who put more emphasis on changing values, reculturization, and developing traditional
knowledge. Technocratic environmentalists argue that there is little hope for achieving the op-
timization required with higher levels of economic activity in light of the Inadequacies of current
environmental management institutions and weakness in systemic ways of understanding and
manipulating the environment. Populist environmentalists argue for now lifestyles with les
technocratic hierarchy. From both environmental perspectives, however, sustainable develop-
ment is only seen as possible by reducing the overall level of economic activity, redistributing
wealth to the poor so that they will not become worse off in the process, and then developing
truly new technological and organizational altematives through which development might be
sustained.

1.16. Economists devised their theory to fit the way questions were asked within the techno-
cratic social structure in which they worked. The rise in participation, the trend toward recul-
turization, and new epistemological understandings are affecting how economic problems are
being defined and the organizational milieu in which economists operate.
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2. THE CHALLENGE TO ECONOMIC THOUGHT

2.1. For some economic sectors, the course to sustainable development is cler. Intema-
tional assistance agencies, for example, are having little difficulty deciding the appropriate direc-
tion for energy setora. Increasing the efficiency of power plants, transmission systems, and
end-use appliances, while irnportant to the reduction of greenhouse gases, is frequently justified
on narrow economic efficiency grounds alone. The opportunities to invest in improved effici-
ency are considerable, giving us some time before we must determine how much additional In-
vestment Is justified to stem global climat change. The sheer mass of opportunities for con-
servation certainly challenges the ability of the Intemational community to mobilie sufficient
capital, expertise, and technology. Going from policy to practice in the onergy sector, how-
ever, presents few challenges to economic thought and practice.

2.2. In the case of tropical rainforests, on the other hand, the current period of transition
between opposing world views to a pragmatic understanding of sustainable development Is far
more challenging. k is intellectually exciting. even emotionally inspiring, to be among the econ-
omists and ecologists exploring the multitude of relationships between economic and environ-
mental systems.)u But it Is also a period of fesidual tensions, heightened appreciation of the
Inherent weaknosss of every conceptual construct for thinking about development, and acute
awareness of the need to reach a consensus on how to once again make the connections be-
tween values, knowing, and ways of organizing. Because of the local ecological and cultural
complexities of tropical rainforests and because of their global importance to biodiversity and
climate, picking and following a course of action has been especially difficult. The special chal-
lenges of tropical rainforests are explored in Appendix 1.

2.3. At first, economists presumed that this challenge could redily be met through minor
elaborations on existing theory. Neoclassical economics Is surprisingly malleable. It has been
successfully applied to every sector of the economy, every factor of production, as well as to
behavioral analyses from the level of the household through bureaucratic organization, and on
to national and international politics. Since the market model has also aided our understanding
of environmental management and the use of stock resources, achieving sustainable develop-
ment was perceived as a mstter of more fully using and extending thinking along these lines.
There seemed to have been good reason to believe that by giving sustainability appropriate
emphasis, an economics of sustainability would readily unfold.

19. such intellectual excitoemnt '.an be found ln the InternetLonal Society
of ZcologLeal XconomiLo (1533) whlch wa&s formed La 1988 to further understanding
betwen oconomoits and ecologLsts and develop patterns of thLnkLng and methods
of analysia which go around current Lmpasses (Robert costansa ced, P1gLca

_g_mLca hg ficiance And Manaamnt of , inabilIt, 1991). ThLs group
sponsors tho journal Raolaaloal =0nMLes. The World Bank hooted the first
internatLonal conference of £5z3 in Kay, 1990 and published ounmariee of the
presentatLonf (Robert Costansa -cod>,, The ScologLeal Uconomics of suotaLnablitys
1990).
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2.4. Efforts to date at combining economic reasoning with sustainability reasoning, how-
ever, have not been very satisfying. In other applications, the concept of efficiency has helped
explain how an objective can best be attained. But efficiency, at least as understood currently
in the economics profession, rather than indicating something about the best way to achieve
sustainability, frequently appears to conflict with the goal of sustainability. There is still a
strong sense among economic policy makers that environmental objectives are reached at the
expense of economic objectives rather than being included among economic objectives. This
apparent conflict between efficiency and sustainability has thwarted the advancement of an
economics of sustainable development.

2.5. Tropical rainforests provide some of the best examples of this apparent conflict. Of
more than 800 million hectares of tropical forests designated for timber production, only about
I million hectares are now managed on a sustainable basis.= From a narrow economic per-
spective, the reasons are clear. It is more profitable to cut without managing tropical rain-
forests for sustainable production because of a combination of factors including: 1) the low
number of valuable tree species in the natural forest mix of species, 2) the difficulties of
regenerating a reasonably natural mix of species or of controlling the mix at all, 3) slow rates
of tree growth, and low prices due to 5) the relatively large global supply of rainforest
resources and 6) the substitutability of timber and other rainforest wood products with
temperate forest wood products. Thus from a conventional economic perspective, it is wiser
to deplete the forest and to invest the retums in more productive ventures. From this perspec-
tive, it is efficient to exploit forests in an unsustainable manner. Sustainability and efficiency,
as economists typically understand them, seem to conflict.

2.6. Environmental economists argue that much of the contradiction between sustainability
and efficiency is due to excessively narrow economic quantification. By including the goods
and services provided by rainforests beyond those that are marketed, sustainable management
may be the most profitable strategy. The revenues that timber owners and lease holders re-
ceive are less than the total benefits of the forest hence they do not manage them to their full
potential. Sustainable management, they argue, is more likely viable if extemal benefits are
included in benefit-cost analsyis.

2.7. Thus attempts have been made to measure the values of products used by indigenous
peoplesoL, of soil and watershed protection services=u, and of the future options maintained

20. Poor., Duncan at al. (No Timber wLthout Treess Sustainability in the
Tropical Forest, 1989, p.196).

21. Charles M. Peters, Alwyn H. Gentry, and Robert 0. Mendelsohn (Valuation
of an Amazon Rainforent, 1989).

22. Douglas 0. Southgate and Robert Macke (soil Conservation in
Hydroelectric Watersheds, 1989).
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The sense of a *trade-ofvf between sustainability and economic
efficiency is pervasive, from acadme to operating economists a on
ihrough to economic reporting to educated laymen. As n aademic, eon-
omist WLilliam ordhaus has argued publcly that few of the steps
proposed to offset poteAtial global cl te chnge have beneitso greater
than their costs (Greenhouse Economics Count Before You Leap, The
Economist 31607662Z July 7, 1990 pages 21-24). Within workLag documents
of the World Bank, the confliet is expresse in term such as: 'It is
possible that -it i both economically and financlally advantageous to
harvest the forest as rapidly as possible. A fundamntal question is
whether (or under what conditions) 'ustainability' is on the whole
economLcally justified, or does it lnvolve a national sacrifice, and if
:oo, how much?* (Initiating Memorandum, Malaysia Forestry Sector Review*
Oct 23, 1990 draft, p. 17). in an article for oducated laymn on the
possibilities of an international treaty to cotrol greenhouse gao
emissions, the 0conomist' argues that The best treaty will aim at the
smallest loss in world welfare." (The 2conomist, January 26thb 1991,
page 59) . One analysis of the World Bank indicates a synthesis is
neededs The development Issue addressed here is whether the concept of
leconomic efficiency` should have been defined more clearly and compre-
hensively to include sustainable growth' (Operations Evaluation
Departmnt, Renewable Resource Mangment in Agriculture, 1989, page

:.iil).

Text Box I

by protecting biological diversity.22 In some cases, expanded benefit-cost analyses indeed
seem to show that sustainable forest management is efficient.01 And yet while intemraliing
externalities certainly increases efficiency, it need not increase sustainability. In the United
States, for example, major petroleum resources in the public domain have been left undevelop-
ed, not so much because Americans want to save resources for future generations, but be-
cause no settlements have been reached on how to compensate those among the current gen-
eration who would most directly bear the environmental costs.

2.8. But even in the cases where more efficient management leads to sustainability, there
is a fundamental conceptual contradiction. Valuations of non-market goods and services are
based on the preferences of the mUnt generation and benefits accruing to future generations
are discounted in net present value calculations to reflect what they are iunrtni1 worth. to
the extent expanded benefit-cost analyses "make the case for sustainable forest management,
they do so on the basis of the interests of current generations. Sustainability reasoning, on the
other hand, weights current and future generations more or less equally. It is this key differ-
ence that suggests it will be far more effective to think of sustainability as a matter of intergen-
erational equity.

23. jeffrey A. McNeely (Sconos of Di_logIca Dersity, 1908) and John
A. Dixon and Paul 3. sherman (Zconomigs of Protected Areas: A Mew Lok at
ROMMA and Costa, 1990).

24. Charles M. Peters, Alwyn H. Gentry, and Robert 0. Mendelsohn (ValuatiOn
of an Amasonian Rainforest, 1989)1 Gregory Hodgson and John A. Dixon (Logging
versus ishoeries and Tourism in PalLwan, 1988).
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3. SUSTAINABLITY AS INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

3.1. The apparent conflict between sustainability and efficiency is resolved by thinking of
sustainability as a matter of intergenerational equity. Different intergenerational distributions
of rights result in new efficient allocations of resources and environmental services, different
pattems of consumption and Investment, and different factor and commodity prices including
different interest rates. The appearance of
a conflict is an artifact of a long history of
not Incorporating equity in economic think°
Ing. The overlap between economic and
equity reasoning is illustrated in Figure 2. y
Environmental, forestry, and resource econ-
omists to date have basically tried to work
only in the area that Is diagonally striped, ig-
noring the horizontally striped area that in-
cludes equity considerations. Clearly the
overlap between economic and environmen-
tal reasoning is greater when equity consid-
erations are Included.

3.2. While economists have concentrat-
ed their efforts on the efficient use of re-
sources, environmentalistshave consistently
argued that societies need to consider how Figure 2
much resources they are leaving for future
generations. The dialogue is over the distribution of rights to resources and environmental ser-
vices between generations, not over how efficiently this generation exploits its current
rights.L Thus the dialogue appears to juxtapose questions of efficiency and questions of
equity. But by acknowledging that the efficient intertemporal allocation of resources depends
upon the Intergenerational distribution of rights to resources, this apparent conflict disappears.

3.3. For non-economists, the relationship between equity and efficiency can be illustrated
as follows. Imagine two developing countries with identical land resources, produced capital
goods, population levels, and educational levels. In country A, capital, land, and education are
distributed relatively equally among the populace, while In country B they are distributed very
unequally. Imagine that markets work perfectly in each country so that resources are effici-
ently allocated to produce the goods demanded In each country. But because of the
differences in the distribution of resources, levels of Income vary more in country B. resulting

25. QuLto a few economists have approached the question of the long term
but most havo backod away. Talbot Page is one of the few oconomisto who has
aerlouoly contmplatod Geonamics over multiple generations (onsRvat1on and %CQ-
ncme Nfgfie9an, 1977).
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in different goods demended. Resources, for example, might be allocated to the production of
rice, chicken, and bicyles consumed widely by all in country A while in country B reources
are allocated to beans for those with few resources and to beef and cars, for those with many.
Both economies are efficient, but the officient allocation of resources to goods and services
depends on the initial distribution of resources among people.

3.4. Many economists ignore the fact that there are multiple efficient solutions depending
on how rights are distributed and have re-
peatedly referred to 'trade-offsw that have
to be made between efficiency and equity.
There are certainly tradeoffs between who
benefits under one distribution and who
benefits under another. Efficiency, how-
ever, is a measure of how well a goal is
being met. Different goals such as growth
regardless of equity or growth within certain
equity constraints can each be met efficient- J /\
ly or not. The conflation In the literature \
has occurred because economists have im- g
plicitly assumed that maximum growth of t /7
GNP notwithstanding of the Inadequacy of \
the measure, of how it is generated, and of
who receives it is the primary goal and that of11 * eaa seoefes

greater efficiency allows you to reach that Rgure 3
goal. Any other goal is then seen as a con-
straint on the primary goal and hence a limi-
tation on efficiency. This Is then referred to as a trade-off between efficiency and the other
goal. While this conflation has become customary in economic discoure, it Is theoretically
incorrect. In political discourse it relegates all societal goal besides raw GNP growth to a
secondary status, as things which conflict with efficiency which is always best.

3.5. The relation between intertemporal allocative efficiency and the intergenerational distri-
bution of resource and environmental rights is illustrated in Figure 3*ZE The utility possibility
frontier U indicates the highest utility possible for people in future generations for any given
utility of people In the current generation, and vice verfs. Each point on this frontier results
from an efficient allocation of resources associated with different distributions of resource
rights of caring between generations. Points within the frontier represent inefficient allocations
of resources. Clearly, there are many possible efficient allocations. Where a society Is located

26. Thio diagram is the final stop in Q more complete elaboration developed
by Francia Bator (The Simple Analytice of Wolf are taximization, 1957) graphically
illuGtratlng tho ooauoneo of relationships between distribution, production,
utility, and welfare.
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on U is determined by the initial distribution of rights to productive assets, including natural
assets. While Figure 3 is limited to only the present and the future, the relationships between
distributional equity and allocative efficiency are fully elaborated in Appendices 2 and 3 through
mathematical models of overlapping generations. These models, of course, are also simplifica-
tions, but they explicitly document that while efficiency is important in that it puts society on
the utility frontier, the sustainability of development is entirely a matter of whether it is above
the 45 line, i.e. a matter of the distribution of productive assets or caring across generations.

3.6. While Figure 3 is very simple, it illustrates an important point. Nearly all of the econo-
mic literature to date on sustainability stresss the importance of intemalizing extemalities.
Development is conceived as a process of spurring economies to go faster; sustainability is con-
ceived as a process of perfecting how economies work. Perfecting how economies work, how-
ever, will move the economy toward the efficiency frontier but may not make it any more sus-
tainable. Thus we have the unfortunate situation where economies are still being stimulated,
even the already developed economies, while sustainability waits for a perfection of market per-
formance that has never yet been achieved and is unlikely to lead to sustainability if it is.

3.7. A few economists, realizing that sustainability is a matter of intergenerational equity,
advocate constraints on the use of resources and environmental systems by the curr ,nt
generation.Zl The constrained optimization advocated, however, is analogous to moving to-
ward the efficiency frontier Illustrated in Figure 4 but stopping at a vertical line, the en-
vironmental constraint on the current generation. To be effective, the constraint must be with
respect to what is passed on to future generations. The current generation should be
constrained to operate above the 450 line.

3.8. The best point on the U frontier in Figure 3 or 4 would be at the tangency with an in-
tergenerational welfare function. Such a welfare function, of course, has never been revealed
to economists. When it comes to equity decisions, economists must work with politics. The
tenor of the political discourse certainly indicates that sustainability is at least a minimum inter-
generational criterion on which there is broad consensus. While economists cannot determine
how resource and environmental rights should be distributed across generations. they can more
effectively engago in policy dialogue and assist countries make their own decisions if they
understand sustainability as a matter of assuring that assets are available to future generations.

27. Nerman Daly advocated limiting resource use throughput and impositions
on the onvironmont beginning in the early 19709 and was roundly criticized for
beLng an envLronmntal determinist (Toward a Steady State sconomy, 1973). In the
late 19S0s, David Pearce, writing with numerous other authors (see bibliography),
began to argue that austainability and efficiency were not necessarily compatible
and that efficiency should be constrained by environmental and resourco limits
to protect future generatLons. By taking up the argument later and not being
Gpaeific about what the constraints might be, Poarce aeem to have avolded the
attacks absorbed by Daly.
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3.9. This distinction between treating
suainability as an intergenerational equity
objective rather than as a technical con-
straint may appear to be unnecessarily sub-
tle. but it is quite important for several \/.
reasons. The intergenerational framing ela- \/
borated through general equilibrium models
in the next section documents how the J
apparent conflict between economic and en- ,
vironmental reasoning is to a large extent an 1-
atifact of the particular course along which 
economic thinking evolved. Treatig o 
sustainability as an equity objective rather I
than as a tachnicl constraint constructively
reframes environmental, forestry, and t * a,,...
resource economics (elaborated in section 4)
as well as capital theory (sections 6 through FIgre 4
8). Economic understandings which appear
to conflict with the goal of sustainability are eliminated by taking an intertemporal general
equilibrium approach which incorporates intergenerational equity and the nature of resources
together. This approach, furthermore, identifies the importance of bequest and other motives
and their supporting institutions for maintaining environmental systems and conserving natural
capital.

4. REFRAMING ENVIRONMENTAL. FORESTRY, AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS

4.1. Economic theory and practice will take some time to evolve around the broader, inter-
generational equity framework outlined in Section 3. While the particular ways in which theory
and practice might evolve are difficult to predict, the equity framework dearly identifies how
prior thinking and practice in economics evolved too narrowly. The most powerful contribution
of the broader framing is the perspective it provides for critically asssing the evolution of the
subdisciplines of economics most directly concerned with resource use.

4.2. While agricultural, environmental, forestry, and resource economics respond to public
concems for the long run, they do so without questioning the existing intergenerational distribu-
tion of rights. In the context of Figure 3, these subdisciplines have primarily addresd ineffici-
encies in reource allocation due to market imperfections which leave the economy operating
within the utility frontier. Solving such imperfections will In some case move the economy to-
word sustainability, in other cases not. Indeed, corrections of market failures and other exercis-
es In getting the prices right' that are undertaken without redistributing rights to the future,
under some circumstances, actually could reduce social welfare.
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4.3. Since L.C. Gray's article in 1913 and Harold Hotelling's formulation of 1931, econo-
mists have pondered how exhaustible (stock or depletable) resources should be used over time.
With the energy crisis of 1973/4, economists renewed their attention to the efficient allocation
of exhaustible resources. Students of resource economics are now well aware of the Hotelling
Rule' that the rent from a stock resource being exploited "optimally" increases at the rate of
Interest. The logic behind this rule is simply that a rational resource owner will maximize
the net present value of the resource. If all owners deplete their resources rapidly, prices and
rents fall. If all leave the resource in the ground, prices and rents rise rapidly. A solution re-
sukts relative to other investment opportunities. If resource rents are increasing more slowly
than the rate of interest over time, resource owners would be better off depleting the resource
fester and putting the rent into other investments which yield the rate of interest. If rents are
increasing faster than the rate of interest, than leaving the resource in the ground is the best
investment. Given these incentives, the equilibrium solution results in rents increasing at the
rate of interest. As a "thought experiment" and pedantic device for getting students to think
about resource use over time, Hotelling's argument has been extremely effective. But with
modest complications in the assumptions, rents no longer rise at the rate of interest. Further-
more, efforts to explain historic mineral prices on the basis of Hotelling'"s reasoning have been
unsuccessful.

4.4. The literature repeatedly refers to the path of extraction from such 'thought experi-
ments" as the igg'mjl path. The paths explored to date, however, have been merely afficimnt
paths associated with the existing intergenerational distribution of rights to resources. Howarth
and Norgaard recently demonstrated with a partial equilibrium, overlapping ge-oerations model
how the efficient path of resource exploitation changes under different distributions of resource
rights betw"en generations.L

4.5. A general equilibrium, overlapping generations model elaborated in Appendix 2 demon-
strates how the efficient path of depletable resource exploitation relates to transfers of income
from one generation to the next. This model uses multiple overlapping generations to explore
the effect of different levels of transfers between generations on allocative efficiency. The
model includes a depletable resource, produced capital, and labor. Table I presents numeric
results with a simple two generation, three time period model with different levels of transfers

28. Rents, also referred to as royalties, are revenues minue costs.

29. Eartwick, emp and Ego (set Up Coats and the Theory of Exhaustible
Resources, 1986), Robert D. Cairns (GoologLeal influences, Metal Prices, and
Rationality, 1990), GabrLel Losada (Irreversible Investment and the Conservation-
lot'o Dilemma, 1991), and Hossein Farsin (The Time Path of Scarcity Rent in the
Theory of Exhauotible Resources, 1991) demonstrate how quickly the liotelling
Rule" breaks down. T. D. Agbeygbe (Interest Rates and Metal Prices movements,
1989 The Stochastic Dehavior of Mineral-Commodity Prices, 1991) and Halvorsen
and SioLth (A Test of the Theory of Exhaustible Resources, 1991) document how
poorly the Notelling Rule fits historical data for non-renewable resources.

30. Richard 3. Bowarth and Richard D. Norgaard (Intergenerational Resource
Rights, EffLcLency, and Social OptLmality, 1990).
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from the first generation to the second. Each solution is efficient, but different levels of trans-
fers (T result In different allocations of the stock resource (O), with correspondingly different
resource price schedules (p) and hence different levels of consumption (Ci for each generation
for each time period and utility (M. While the differences in the price paths appear to be
modest, with no transfer resource prices increase nearly 300% over the three periods, while
with considerable transfer they increase only about 60%. As modeled, the transfer needs to
be at a level of at least 1.5. or approximately 65% of the second generations consumption, for
utility to be sustained.

Tame I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Three Period, Two Ovoetppin Generaton, Stock Resoure Economy Under
Alematve Income Transfe Between Genertons

TR 0 0.6 I 1.5 2 2.6 3 3.5

U, 1.73 1.53 1.32 1.10 0.89 0.68 0.46 0.24

U, 0.19 0.52 0.83 1.13 1.43 1.72 2.00 2.28

C,, 1.40 1.25 1.09 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.40 0.21

C,i 2.14 1.88 1.59 1.32 1.06 0.79 0.53 0.28
C,, 0.14 0.42 0.70 0.97 1.24 1.51 1.78 2.05
C,, 0.27 0.66 1.00 1.33 1.64 1.95 2.25 2.54

R, 2.26 2.07 1.92 1.79 1.67 1.67 1.48 1.41

Ra 1.02 1.64 1.68 1.89 1.72 1.74 1.77 1.79
Rs 0.12 0.29 0.42 0.53 0.61 0.69 0.75 0.81

Pi 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27

PS 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35

P, 0.58 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.44 0." 0.44

4.6. One of the most interesting and contentious issues of natural asset management over
time has centered on the question of when should trees be cut?" In 1849, Faustmann'deter-
mined the "optimal* rotation period for logging a forest by reasoning that the landowner
"should' maximize the net return to forest land. This results in the following formula:
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max% (t) sp.V( t) e (-ft) -Ire (-'*)da
0

where t is time or rotation period, p, is the expected stumpage price, V(t) is the biological
production function (or yield) function for standing timber, I is the landowners discount rate,
r is the annual rental return on the land and s is a variable of lntegrationp The formula
has been expanded to incorporate, among other things, changing demand for timber, the possi-
bilities for shifting between species, technological change, and non-market factors. But the ini
tial premise of not present value maximization from which the basic formula and subsequent
elaborations derive implicitly assumes that the current generation holds the land rights, unen-
cumbered by obligations to or concern for future generations. The Faustmann formula has the
property that if the value of the resource does not grow, on average, faster than the rate of
interest, then harvest without replacement is optimal. This, Indeed, is characteo.stic of tropical
rainforests. but if future generations have rights to particular species, to species diversity, or
even to the availability of timber at all, from the forest, then the current generation would have
to maximize its not present value subject to these constraints imposed by the rights of future
generations.

4.7. A General equilibrium model of an economy Is presented in Appendix 3 consisting of
a renewable asset that grows like trees (R for the stock, H for the harvest), human produced
capital (Al, and labor. The model is run for twenty generations overlapping through twenty-one
periods. Not present value criteria are used to efficiently plan consumption (C) and savings
invested in both trees and produced capital. Though net present value criteria are used, con-
cem for future generations is modelled by including a fraction of the utility of the younger gen-
eration in the utility of the older generation. Some of the results for selected years are pre-
sented in Table 2. An income transfer (TR) is made from old to young each time period which
maximizes net ptesent value of utility. While each solution is efficient, capital and trees accu-
mulate over time and the consumption of subsequent generations is higher when "relative con-
cem" for the next generation is higher.

4.8. While this is simply a numeric example, the three cases very nicely illustrate that if
people do not care very much about the next generation (0.5), assets get used up. When they
care a little more (0.75), consumption is sustained. And when they care equally (1.0), sub-
stantial and sustainable growth takes place. Note how the path of the price per unit of harvest
resource, p, Is different with different levels of caring for the future. The model also

31. Thic forula Le elaborated further in a paper sumarizing forest
economcsc prpared for the World Bank by Willam P. Hyde and DavLd H. Newman
(Forest Econeaocs ln Brief -- and Nine Summary ObservatLons for Forest Policy

nalysts, November 1990).
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Table 2.
PRewable Resoum Economy with 20 Overlpping

Generatins Over 21 Periods

perio 0 4 [ 8 12 16 20

Older Generation's Utility Augmented by 0.5
of Youner Generation's Utility

C, 0.47 0.19 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.09

Ca 0.94 0.37 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.19

S 0.61 0.20 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.00

K 1.00 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.07

8 2.00 1.10 0.72 0.53 0.41 0.15

H 1.04 0.58 0.38 0.28 0.22 0.15

p .fl 0.32 0.30 0.34 ).38 0.43 0.48
= _9- _ __

MR 0.67 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.05 -0.01

Older Generatlons Utirny Augmented by 0.75
of Youner Generatin's Utiiy

C, 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.4 0.2 0.55

C' 0.54 0.53 0.64 0.54 0.55 0.73

S 0.97 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.86 0.00

K 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.49

R 2.00 2.19 2.21 2.21 2.11 1.03

H 0.77 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.92 1.03

p 0.40 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.26

TR 0.92 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.15

Older Generation's Utility Augmented by Full Amount
of Younger Generation's Utility

C, 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.26 2.11

C, 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.26 2.11

S 1.43 3.82 6.19 7.46 6.40 0.00

K 1.00 3.18 5.67 7.30 6.98 2.62

R 2.00 2.79 2.86 2.84 2.73 1.55

H 0.57 0.95 1.00 1.01 1.06 1.55

p 0.48 0.61 0.61 0.64 0.62 0.34

7TR 1.22 3.50 8.93 7.38 6.69 1.31
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illustrates that with development based on renewable resources, concern for the next genera-
tion can be sufficient to assure sustainability. Unlike the Faustmann formula which is solved
for a single growth period which Is always optimum, this model harvests trees of different age
at different time periods. The model is further explored in Section 5 in the context of the dis-
count rate controversy and is more fully elaborated in Appendix 3.

4.9. Biological resources can be exploited in a non-renewable manner since extinction is not
-eversible. Exploitive patterns of renewable resource use are frequently associated with the
breakdown of institutions for common property management. The literature in environmental
economics, however, also identifies the conditions under which it is *Socially" efficient to ex-
ploit a species to extinctionAu Environmental, forestry, and resource economists have argued
that efficiency rules may err in favor of excessive use by the present generation due to the
existence of non-market factors. There is now a well developed literature on methods for valu-
ing non-market environmental services and numerous applications have been undertaken.
Such approaches freqantly do show that non-market goods and services have considerable
value and that when these are included in economic analyses, the efficient path of resource
use frequently shifts towards the future. But as a general means for assuring resources for
future generations, expanding economic analysis to incorporate how this generation values non-
market goods and services will not necessarily result in their being saved for the future. The
coincidence between method and policy outcome may be largely due to the prior decision with
respect to which non-market goods and services are valued and induded in the expanded analy-
sis. In any case, ultimately, we are concerned with maintaining natural assets for future
generations because we sense that 1ba will need these assets, not because = someiiow
value them.B

4.10. Many societies, however, have already determined, largely by noneconomic reasoning,
in other social decisionmaking arenas that future generations have rights In particular species,

32. Peter Berck (Open Access and Extinction, 1979)t Anthony C. Fisher and
W. Michael Manemann (Endangered Species: The Economics of Irreversible Damage,
1985), and David W. Pearce and A. Kerry Turner (Economics of Natural Resources
and the gnvirnment, 1990J. pp.268).

33. Maynard M. Hufschmidt, David E. James, Anton D. Meister, Blair T.
Bower, and John A. Dixon (EnvLronment. Natural Systems. and Develonment: An
ggonom c VAluation Guide, 1983).

34. Thlo raises the awkward question as to the extent to which RI value
natural assets is already a reflection of our concern for the needs of future
generations. Perhaps survey techniques could be used to determLn, the willing-
ness of poople in thli generation to save natural assets so that future genera-
tions, rather than current generations, could utilize them. In some sense, the
attempts at woptiono valuatLon have this characteristic. On the other hand, en-
vironmental economLits are least confident of deriving benefits for things which
people themselvea do not oxperionce and about whlch they are unlikely to be in-
formed (V. Zorry Smith, Can We Measure the Value of Environmental Amenities,
1990). More importantly, oven if people could exprese such "valueo", are they
not better conoLdered a reflection of the welfare function than something that
should be included in an efficiency analysis?
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f.. .... . ...
The difficulties of interprotLng valuations of non-mrket gods undertaken
inthe oontext of the current intergenerational distribution of propety
rights can be illustrated as follows. ase might propose to assess how
people value bLodiversaity by undertaking an investigation of the willing-
:ese of toutLrts to pay the costs of travel to see the wildlife in the
game Oeserves of east Africa or the tropLial forest reserves of Costa
Rica. But if future generations really had rights to biodiversity, it
would be very dlfficult to assure their rlghts without drastically
seducing the mission of greenhoues gaseo, hence reduclng international
travel. The ways in which a few rich people now enjoy biodivereity may be
significantly retrioted if future generations had biodiversity rights.
Such travel cost valuatLons would provide interesting insights into how

.much pople were willing to pay today, but what is there manign a
oustainablo world?

On tOhing ia clear. it ustainabilty is being chosen, rights ar
reassigned, and ecctourism will not be signLleant in a autaibl
future, then certainly investments should not be mnde in ecotourism today
based on the willingnss of people to pay under the current dlitribution
of rS.ghts.

Text Box 2

leaving the current generation without the right to exploit these species to extinc'n. Inter-
national accords to protect endangered species and other agreements have also been made
which linilt the rights of and impose responsibilities on current generations. Whether it is
*optimal" to extinguish a species Is not simply a matter of determining whether Its not present
value Is positive. While economic valuations provide insight, such values result from how
economies operate within rules which are constantly changing through an interplay of decidsions
made within social arenas using different value systems, patterns of reasoning, and criteria.

4.11. The valuation of non-market goods and services is very Important for assessing pro-
jects and policies from a public perspective. If the public's perspective, however, is that future
generations should have more rights than they do now, then valuation should be undertaken
in the context of how the economy would behave if thoss rights were honored. The models
developed in the Appendices and presented In Tables I and 2 in this section have different
prices, and hence values reflected in areas under demand curves, In accordance to how much
people care about the future. Economic values derive from how markets work under aternative
institutional situations. When societies choose which institutions they prefer, values can be
assessed. Values determined under inappropriate institutions tell us little about what
institutions are appropriate. This is somewhat analogous to the current practice In benefit-cost
analysis of valuing inputs and outputs at the costs and prices that would occur if the economy
were not distorted by inappropriate government policies. The prices that result under
Inappropriate governmental policies only inform us of the need for appropriate policies relative
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to the prices that would occur under appropriate policies.

* axpanding benit-cost analysis by incorporating non-mrket values better
`:: iforms the lnvestment decLilon but does not correct the arket failure,

f the wrket failure. are actually corrected or internalized, the eonomy
.iii behave Ln such a way that the social benefits will actually be teal-
Lsed. intornalLzing externalities results in all prices changing somewhat
in response to the now good on the market. Thus expanded beneft-cost
analysis is helpful, but internaliuing externalitLes is even note belpful
because the economy adjusts and becomes more effciLent.

The situation is simLlar with the transfer of righta to future genera-
tions. Imagining how the economy would operate if future generations had
more. rlghts facilLtates better project analyLsi and helps distinguuih
betwn ilnvestments and transfers. Actually trasferring the rlghtand
lettLng the economy adjust to the dLstrLbution of rlghts la evn more
ef ictivo. Ultimately, sustainable development reqires the actual
transfer and enforcment of rights of future genrationa or equivalent
concern for the future that affects current behavior.

Text Box 3

4.12. Efficiency and caring for the future are not Incompatible. The use of a general equili-
brium model incorporating the relationship between intergenerational rig"Is to asss and effici-
encV opens up environmental, forestry, and resource economics to a new framing of the future.
These subdisciplines have implicitly constrained their analyses historically to the existing distri-
bution of rights. As suggested in the introduction, this selective use of theory was compatible
within the progressive institutional context in which economists found themselves during most
of this century. The discourse over sustainability. however, is changing economic objectives
as wefl as the Institutional contexts in which economists work.

5. THE DISCOUNT RATE CONTROVERSY

5.1. The intemational discourse on sustainable development was initiated by natural scien-
tists, environmentalists, and others concermed with the maintenance of favorable environmental
conditions over the long run. While the long run might be as little as ten to twenty-five years
In most economic analyses, the long run for geologists is millennia and for biologists It is at
least many generations. The discourse was joined by people concerned with cultural survival
who also think in terms of multiple generations. This difference in outlook toward the future
is critical. Participants in the discourse over sustainability are intensely aware that the standard
economic practice of discounting benefits received and costs borne in the future automatically
closes off the future. By framing sustainability as intergenerational equity, economics opens

350 Both the uoo of omuity" prLces and "offiLeLncy cpricee rais analogoua
iooueoa wLth reopect to tho use of comparatLve statLca when the roal challenge ia
to datemino the boot path of adjustment.
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up to the future. With this reframing, the discount rate itself can be shown to be a function
of how each generation cares about the next.

5.2. No doubt there exists an economist who has never experienced the slightest moral
qualm over discounting the benefits to be received and the costs to be bome by future genera-
tions. Both the academic literature and discussions within development agencies, however,
reflect considerable unease. With lower discount rates, it appears more investments in
forestry and a larger stock of standing forests would be justified, favoring sustainability. Sim
ilarly, it appears on preliminary analysis that lower rates of discount favor using stock resources
more slowly. Thus many people concerned with the environment se a strong link between
the rate of discount, resource conservation, and the sustainability of development.
5.3. Two strong theoretical arguments have been developed with respect to why society
should use a discount rate that is lower than the interest rates observable in private markets.
First, the rate used may be too high because market interest rates include individual risk factors
which are frequently only transfers between individuals from the perspective of sociuty.L
Second, transfers to future generations may have a public good quality. Parents who aswure
that their own offspring have access to resources in effect assure the availability of these re-
sources to their offspring's spouses and children and to the economy overallP These and
other arguments have led many economists to conclude that lower discount rates may be
appropriate.

5.4. Within development agencies there has been particular concem for forestry projects.
Many trees take a long time to grow. Tropical forests can regain nearly their natural diversity
after harvest, but a century may be needed. Because many species of trees reproduce at less
than current rates of interest, it is financially unprofitable to grow them. Thus foresters and
environmentalists concemed with sustainable forestry have advocated using lower rates of in-
terest to evaluate forestry projects.

5.5. The arguments against using lower rates of discount in order to favor future genera-
tions appear equally strong. Resource use and environmental transformations are undertaken
in conjunction with produced capital. Labor used in resource development and environnental
transformation is also treated as a capital cost since the development or transformation is seen

36. The wide felt concern about discounting distant future benefits and
costs was recently documented in Th gnomilt (Anonymou=s What Price Posterity?,
1991). The academic literature on discounting is revLowed in the context of the
question of sustainabil.ity in a World Bank working paper by Anil Markandya and
DavLd Pearce (Znvironrental Considerations and the Choice of Discount Rate in
Developing Countries, 1988), in several of the various recent books coauthored
by Pearce, and by Richard S. Norgaard and Richard B. Mowarth (Suotainability and
Discounting the Future, 1991).

37. Jenneth Arrow and Robert C. Lind (Uncertalnty and the Evaluation of
Public Xnvootment, 1970).

38. Stophon A. Marglin (The Social Rate of Discount and the Optimal Rate
of investment, 1963).
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as capital. Thus lower rates of interest make resource development and environmental transfor-
mation relatively Iess expensive and hence likely to be accelerated.= Low Interest rates
favor the investments necessary to transform diverse tropical rainforests into single swcies
plantations. A low Interest rate policy benefits future generations about the same way that a
cheap food policy benefits the poor when most of the poor are farmers.

5.6. By reframing questions of the
future in terms of the intergenerational dis-
tribution of rights to natural and other
assets, the case for using lower discount
rates to protect future generations becomes
moot. If societies want to protect future
generations, they should assure their rights \
or otherwise care for them more. When \
they do, the Investment opportunities for
and savings of current generations, and * A'

hence the interest rat', change accordingly. 5
The interest rate is endogenous In the
economy based on a stock resource exploi-
tation simulated In Appendix 2 and the
economy based on renewable resource pre-
sented in Appendix 3. In theory, the rate of
interest may increase or decrease in the Fgr 5
transition to sustainable development, but
this is unimportant for interest is simply an equilibriating price. What Is important is that the
types of investments and transfers to future generations change. For the models derived in
Appendices 2 and 3, Table 3 and 4 below shows that interest rates decrease with the transi-
tion to sustainability.

5.7. Transfers of rights to future generations are equity decisions, movements along the
efficiency frontier from point B to point C in Figure 5, made in accordance with social welfare
criteria. For the simulated economies, these would be movements from one level of transfer
or caring to another. The benefits to future generations from shifting from one level of concom
to another are not discounted. When comparing projects intended as investments, the returns
are discounted.

390 since otock roeources are usually eploited ln conjunctLon with capi-
tal, lower lnterest rates can lower the cost of capital and thereby lower the
cost of production such that more is consumed in early time periods relative to
if latorest rates are hlghor, sees Richard L. Gordon (conservation and the Theory
of Xxhaustible Resources, 1966)l Y. Hosseln Farsin (Tho Effect of the Discount
Rate on Depletion of ExhaustLble Resources, 1984); John M. Hartwick, Murray C.
Kemp, and Ego Van Long (set-Up Costo and the Theory of Exhaustible Resources,
1986); and GabrLel A. Lozada (Irreversible Investment and the ConservatLonist's
Diloema, 1991).
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Table 3
Endogenous Rates of Interest in Stock Exploitive Economy

TR 0 0.5 1 -. 2 2.2 3 3.5

U, 1.73 1.53 1.32 1.10 0.89 0.68 0.46 0.24

U2 _ 0.19 0.52 0.83 1.13 1.43 1.72 2.00 2.28

0.44 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37

0.53 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.37 0.35 0.33

0.96 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.24

Table 4
Endogenous Rstes of Interest in Renewabloe Resoure Economy

period-l 0 4 j 8 12 16 20

Older Generation's Utility Augmented by 0.5
of Younger Generation's Utility

C, 0.47 0.19 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.09

Cs 0.94 0.37 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.19

r 0.34 0.72 0.87 0.92 0.94 1.09

Older Goneration's Utility Augmented by 0.75
of Younger Generation's Utility

0.41 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.56

C2 0.54 053 054 0.54 055 0.73

r =L=0.31 033 j 034 0.34 0.35 1 0.54
=mm .I., .- I I

Older Generstion's Utility Augmented by Full Amount
of Younger Generation's Utility

C, 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.26 2.11

C2 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.28 2.11

r ~~0.28[ 015 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.20

5.8. The models presented irn this and the previous section demonstrated that there is noth-
ing intrinsic about economies that ensures that living standards will continue to improve over
time or even remain at current levels. The future will unfold from the choices, including
sacrifices, made by our ancestors and those we make ourselves. The on-going discussion with-
in the professon of economics and International development agencies as to whether sustain-
able development and intergenerational equity can be addressed through ad hoc manipulations
of the discount rate are rooted in an inappropriate theoretical framing of the choices before us.
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Matters of equity should be treated as such. If we are concemed about the distribution of
welfare across generations, then we should transfer wealth, not engage in Inefficient invest-
ments. Transfer mechanisms might include setting aside natural resources and protecting envir-
onments, educating the young, and developing technologies for the sustainable management
of renewable resources. Some of these might be viewed as worthwhile investments on the
part of this generation, but to the extent their intent is to function as transfers, then they
should not be evaluated as investments.

Thea possibility that publi Lsues with respect to the ue of resources
over.tme are Lsuse of the distribution of assets acros: geerations has
been contmplated but not pursued. Economisto on approaching the question
of,.jintergenerational distribution have typically revrted back to argu-
m.ents with respect to the choice of discount rate. Stiglits (1974s139)#
for eampl. -Argues I

There is, of course, no presumption that the intertemporal distri-
>bution of income which merges from the arket solution wLIl be

socially optimal' (although La the absence of market failure, the
m:.arket allocation will be Pareto optimal)y just as there insno pro-
suapt ion that the distribution of Lncoe aong individuals at any
, momnt is 'cocially optimal'. But this is a blem which is not
peculiar to the allocation of natural resources over tLmal indeed,
i.fi thore were no other sources of 'market failure' and If th2aoe.-
:.minent corret = c gontrols the rate of Inteest (emphasis added),
-then there would be no objection to the competitive determLnation

.-of the rate of utilization of our natural resources.

Robert Solow (1974s10) also raised the issue of intergenerational distrl-
bution and retreated to an argnumet with respect to the discount ratet

The intergeneratLonal distribution of incom or welfare depends on
the provision that each generation make. for lts. successors. the
choice of social discount rate is, in effect, a policy decision
about that intergenerational distribution.

Stiglitz argues.once again (1979:61):

.:. .the appropriate instruments to use for obtaining more equitable
::ditribution of welfare (if one believes the present distrLbution
* A.o not qpitable) are general instruments, for example, monetary
.polLoy directed at changing the mrket rate of interest.

the profsasion's emphasis on the relationship between discounting and
future anerations took a new twlst in a recent reanalyaLs of discount
rates and public investment by Robert Lind (1990t a-24) 

.-. if de are to avoid the type of paradox that in some cases can
lead to total neglect of the interests of generations In the dis-
tant futute, we need to look to new welfare foundationo tor wS
th.tot. oi dagaountLna (emphasis added),.

Text Box 4 vE *s fin. ">.b'. < -4i .d>:.r:3>q .-.> -dSUiZ .X. 7'.r..4rG.S26. z . W.z&U' o.@'r.S.P..t ...- YY:'-t:-.-
Tex Box 4
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5.9. Distinguishing between investments to meet this generation's consumption time prefer
once and transfers to the next generation will not be easy. To the extent that the distinction
can be made, there will be new reasons for concessional aid, especially for the very poor who
will not be able to both assure the rights of future generations and provide for their own basic
needs. The use of investment criteria based on meeting this generation's consumption time
preference is theoretically unjustifiable when It is the future's needs that are at aske.

6. INTERGENERATIONAL ASSET TRANSFERS THROUGH CAPITAL MARKETS

6.1. Economists think of development as a process of accumulating productive capacity.
Mathematical models have been derived to explore the conditions necessary betwen svings,
investment, and the productivity of capital to keep an economy on an equilibrium growth path.
Institutionally, the development agencies were initially established to transfer produced and
human capital. Thus ideas about capital and capital markets are thoroughly embedded in
economic understanding of the process of development. The discourse on sustainability is
further enriching this understanding of development as capital accumulation.

6.2. In the models developed in the appendices and presented in the foregoing sections of
the paper, all markets, including capital markets, work efficiently. With no market failure built
into these models, they nonetheless show how the allocation of resources varies with the level
of concem for future generations. Even with all markets working perfectly, unsustainable
development is possible. Capital markets are working perfectly on all of the points on the
utility frontier of Figures 24, but only those above the 45° line from the origin are sustainable.
Even after environmental externalities are corrected, the existence of perfect capital markets
will not assure sustainability.

6.3. And yet, the effectiveness with which assets are transferred to future generations does
have something to do with the nature of capital markets. In modem societies, parents forego
consumption, save in capital markets, and pass both real assets and financial caims on to their
children. Countries with tropical rainforests frequently argue that by cutting the forests down,
they can invest in education and industry, diversifying their portfolio, and effectively transfer
more to their children. If capital markets are not working perfectly, or in a manner that people
presume they are working, then transfers to future generations will not be made as effectively
as desired. How well capital markets work can affect how intergenerational transfers are
made.

8.4. The theoretical arguments developed in the context of the discount rate controversy
by Arrow and Und with respect to private vs public risk and by Marglin with respect to the
public good aspect of private transfers (Section 5.4) imply private capital markets may not be
as effective as they should be for making intergenerational transfers. The underinvestment in-
dicated by the argument of Arrow and Und occurs becaus banks consider private rather than
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social risk. This means that the growth of rcapital and hence the level of transfers of assets
between generations is less than optimal. The Arrow and Lind argument suggests that we
should be especially concerned with those types of lending that are clearly directed at inter-
generational transfers. Loans to help parents educate their children, for example, have higher
private than social risk and may deserve special treatment. Marglin's argument that people's
concern for their own children benefits other people's children also can affect the sustainability
of development. For the renewable resource economy simulated in Appendix 3, greater
concern for the next generation is critical to the achievement of sustainability. If people only
weight the benefits received by their own children in their utility function rather than the
benefits to all in the next generation, the likelihood of sustainability is reduced.

6.5. Comparing the complexity of capital markets today with those of simpler economies
indicates an additional problem. Capital markets may not distribute assets to future generations
without mechanisms for assuring that assets, especially natural assets, are not being depleted.
Imagine a society of near subsistence farmers with rights to land. Parents can improve the
quality of the land they transfer to their children by planting tress. Some of the retums from
investing in trees are enjoyed by the parents, others go to their children. Whether consumption
is foregone and investments are made to increase the parents' welfare or to meet the parents'
objective with respect to a transfer to their children would be difficult to distinguish. Wealth,
of course, does not simply accumulate continuously. Some parents choose to cut trees and
transfer less to their children than they had themselves received from their own parents.
Natural disasters and war set the process back periodically. And the total amount that can be
accumulated at any given time is limited by the cultural knowledge, technologies, and nature
of cooperation in the society.

6.6. A new element must be added to the parable. Parents might save in order to invest
in a bigger saw with which they could easily harvest all of their trees. Note that the saw as
capital is rather different than trees. The saw provides a return by reducing natural tree capital
whereas trees provide services while maintaining themselves. The parents might choose to re-
duce their consumption in early time periods to buy the bigger saw in order to have more con-
sumption in later time periods, but they would not invest in more saw-capital if they were inter-
ested in accumulating assets to transfer to their children. Most importantly, parents know
whether they are investing in trees which will provide a transfer to their children or in saws
which will not and can readily monitor the effects of their choices on their cumulative assets.

6.7. The parable, of course, is highly stylized. In reality, social relations are always more
complex and vary dramatically between societies. The story Is too simple. But the point re-
mains that people in simpler societies are typically closer to the resources they seek to manage
and in a better position to monitor the overall set of assets on which they depend.

6.8. Western style development - whether capitalist, socialist, or mixed -- distances savers
from their Investments through complex, roundabout chains of markets and/or planning and
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control systems.AL In modern societies, transfers of real assets in terms of land, housing,
and factories still constitute a significant portion of the total, but individuals are increasingly
trying to meet their transfer objectives through financial claims to assets or through the state.
Do financial markets and state-managed transfer mechanisms in modem societies serve the dual
role of pooling and allocating savings to enhance the utility of current generations given their
consumption time preferences and of pooling and allocating their savings to meet their transfer
objectives as well? Parents Investing in financial markets basically only see interest rates, not
whether real assets actually still exist to transfer to their children. One might argue that the
value of a corporation's stock would decline as it cuts Its trees. but corporations can and do
move on to other forests to deplete. No one sees the global picture like the stylized farmers
in the parable. The discourse on sustainability is about the global picture. Even if all parents
individually realize they are investing in saws which are deforesting on net, they may continue
to do so if they have no altemative but to hope that the retums from their investment can be
reinvested again to the benefit of their children even if they can see that all in the further future
are losing on net.

6.9. Economists frequently argue that as particular resources become relatively scarce, their
prices will rise, signalling consumers to use less and investors to invest In their regeneration
or the production of substitutes. In the case of natural resources, whether or not markets func-
tion in this manner efficiently depends on resource allocators having a gl2Ibl overview of re-
source availability, technology, and future demand.4 As noted in section 5, the efficient
price paths explored theoretically in the literature to date assume the current generation holds
all of the rights and does not redistribute to future generations. How investors might foresee
future demand given that they are both investing to rneet their own commodity time preference
and investing to transfer to future generations, thereby changing future demand, presents an
interesting dilemma.

6.10. Nevertheless, one might still argue that those who are especially concemed about the
welfare of their children can invest directly in and hold natural resources themselves. Those
who are more worried can take care of their own children, and if their worries are justified.

40. The theme that modern economies are complex and things get done by
"roundabout* processes was an important element of economic thinking between 1880
and 1930. In particular, 18hm-Bawerk and other Austrian capital theorists
streosed the concept ln an effort to incorporate time in their production
functions (summarised by R. H. Hennings, Roundabout Methods of Production, 1990).
Kenneth Boulding wriLting as a broad-thinking economist (The NUgld an a =oa

jtstm, 1985) and Anthony Giddens writing as a sociologist (The Ccaoenceg of
Mh2drni&U, 1990) argue that *distancing in space and time of people from the
consequences of their actions is a key characteristic of modernity.

41. These critically important conditions for efficient exhaustible re-
source markets are well stated in the treatise by Partha Dasgupta and Geoffrey
Heal Eaconomia Theory and Exhaustible Resour;tm, 1979) and the text by Anthony
C. Fisher (jfiource and Environmental Sconomics, 1981). When such an global
overview is not available, the price path is not stable. These conditions and
their consequences are nMI discussed in the important new text by David W. Pearce
and R. Kerry Turner, op cit.
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their children will be wealthy indeed. Private markets will still work so long as some people
are concemed, and these people wiil demonstrate how others should best behave. In response
to this position, however, It is dear that Individuals cannot easily directly own the diverse diff-
erent types of resources from around the world on which modem life depends, to say nothing
of also having sufficient control of the technologies and organizations necessary to combine
them into products. While we think of capitalism as a system which promotes individualism,
in fact our fates and those of our children are highly interconnected through complex webs over
which we have no control. This interconnectedness speaks to the need for collective monitor-
ing, and perhaps collective guidance, of the stock of assets.-

6.11. There is nothing in the nature of market economiesperse which guarantees that inves-
tors seeking to accumulate assets will not deplete the natural capital they would choose to
transfer to their children if they could monitor and guide the global situation. This argument
addressos the same issues of those concernd that natural assets and their depletion do not
appear in the system of national accounts.A Their concem is that planners and/or the elec-
torate who guide the economy ought to know through the accounting system how development
decisions made in the recent past actually affect options for the future. If they do not, then
the current generation could be living well at the expense of future generations about whose
welfare they are really concemed.A The two arguments can be thought of as market and
planning 'duals of each other. In unguided economies, distributive failure could stem from
specialization and trade combined with the difficulty of achieving two objectives, meeting one's
own commodity time preferences and meeting one's intergenerational distributive objectives
through a single market with basically a single signal. In guided economies, planners can just
as likely overinvest In 'saws' and underinvest in 'trees if they only look at retums on invest-
ments and fail to monitor the mix of the stock of assets.

6.12. Existing arguments for not relying on markets to protect future generations include:
1) environmentally related market failures, 2) the welfare of future generations as a public

42. Ironically, as centrally planned economies switch to markets, general
equilibrium theorists posit that for markets to work efficiently over time with
exhaustible resources, allocators must either depend on a central planner for
correct and coordinated information or sufficient of them must themselves have
a central planner's global view of resources, technologies, and demand well into
the future.

43. Yusuf Ahmad, Salah 31 serafy, and Ernst Lutz (tlLgn.nctal Accountnlg
for Sustainable Deelol2ent, 1989; see especially the chapter by 31 Serafy),
Nerman Daly and John Cobb (For the Common Good: Redirectints the sconomy Toward
CommunitX. the Environment, and a Sustainable Future, 1989), and Robert Repetto
et al stura e c in the National Xncom Accounts, 1989).
The United Nations Statistical Office is currently taking the lead on the
development of nvironmontal accounting.

44. This problem is not unique to natural assets. A society could also
be Lnvesting in acetylene torches to "mine" the steel ln highway bridges or in
vesting in bureaucracies which employ people with doctorate degrees in ways which
result ln their looLng the capabilLties they had acquired.
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good, and 3) the problems of irreversibility and the advantages of maintaining a breadth of op-
tions for future generations whose preferences arc unknown. Distributive failure may exist
apart from and In addition to any of the the foregoing. The likelihood of distributive failure
implies that the full gains from specialization and exchange, whether through capitalist or
socialist institutions, cannot be obtained without asset monitoring, and probably guidance as
well, to assure that distributive objectives are met. It must be bome in mind, however, that
the information and management costs of asset monitoring and guidance necessary for the sort
of optimization typically envisioned by economists may imply that alternative institutions or a
mix of institutions less oriented toward optimization may achieve higher levels of welfare.

6.13. As elaborated in Appendix 4, intemationsl development agencies are already monitoring
and guiding the use of natural assets. The concept of distributive failure presented in this
section indicates that more intensive monitoring may well be justified. Equally importantly, the
development agencies as participants in the planning of investments in both "saWs* and treesw
and the multinational banks as the holders of financial assets and participants in the investment
decisions of their member countries should systematically develop and base their decisions on
a global view.

7. THE TRANSFER OF NATURAL AND OTHER ASSETS TO FUTURE GENERATIONS

7.1. The simple diagram of Figure 3 can Fig. U
be modified to that presented in Figure 6 to
elaborate how the transfer of assets be-
tween generations may have declined. His-
torically, the vast majority of natural assets
were transferred from one generation to the
next because people simply did not have the n --- r--- - --- A
technology to deplete resources. But the
transfer also occurred because parents . _. -
knew their children's survival depended on 1
the same resources as did their own. Insti- I

tutions also helped assure the sustainable N" AS.# b&Mf

management of resources used in common. I
Thus, in addition to the transfer of natural -

assots, the transfer of cultural assets - .
human produced capital, knowledge, and Figure 6
successful ways of organizing - from gener-
ation to generation also assured sustainabil-
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lty.0 While not every culture was sustainable historically, many were for long time periods.
For these societies in these periods, the combination of natural and cultural assts transferred
put them to the left of the 450 line.

7.2. When economists have pondered whether future generations will have adequate re-
sources, they have argued, with few exceptions, that each generation thus far has become
better off materially in spite of resource depletion, largely because of now technologies. In the
context of Figure 6, the argument has been that cultural asset transfers more than outweighed
any loss in natural asset transfers. As the best quality resources are used up, new technolo-
gies allow people to exploit lower quality resources or substitute to other materials. A famous
analysis by Bamett and Morse seemed to document that the cost of obtaining resources had
declined for nearly a century, indicating that resources were becoming more available rather
than less, at least through 1957.0 Though studies undertaken during the late 1970s and
early 1980s indicated that resource costs and prices had begun to Increase, apparently
indicating increasing scarcity, economistv still frequently cite the study by Bamett and Morse
to justify technological optimism.t0

7.3. Though the use of arguments using economic indicators of resource scarcity is com-
monplace in economics, such arguments are logically fallacious. Costs or prices can only be
interpreted as indicators of scarcity in the contexts of the resource extraction models of Ricardo
or Hotelling respectively. These models assume resource allocators are informed of resource
scarcity. If they are Informed, than their allocations and the resulting costs or prices will reflect
the scarcity. If allocators are informed, however, economists could simply ask them whether
resources are scarce or not. If allocators are not informed, the Indicators will reflect their ignor-
ance. There is no way to determine whether allocators are informed of resource scarcity or
not unless those undertaking the analyses know themselves whether resources are scarce,
which, is the very answer they hope to attain by the analyses in the first place.4

7.4. The general equilibrium framing developed in this paper indicates another reason why
price or cost paths say little about scarcity. The multiple efficient solutions described in the
models presented in section 4 have different price and cost paths In accordance with how

45. The illustration in Figure 6 and the argument in the text suggests that
natural and cultural assets are additive and that one can substitute for the
other. Within limits this may be true, but certainly some of each are ultimately
necessary.

46. Harold Barnett and Chandler Morse (Scarcity And towgglh The Economic.
of Natugal Resource AlailabiLItY, 1963).

47. The key later studies include Margaret B. Slade (Trends ln Natural
Resource Cosmodity Pricess An Analysis of the Time Domain, 1982); and Darwin C.
Hall and Jane V. Hall (Concepts and Measures of Natural Resource Scarcity with
a Summary of Recent Trends, 1984).

48. Richard B. Norgaard (Iconomic Indicators of Resource Scarcitys A
critical Besay, 1990).
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much people care about the future. The transfers made by parents, the forest conservation
policies of national governments, and other factors affect economic indicators. For this reason,
It is inappropriate to look to economic Indicators to see whether resources are scarce. The
indicators may not reflect scarcity, not because resources are not scarce, but because people
have established institutions to redistribute resources in light of their scarcity. If those
institutions are weakened because economists interpret their beneficial affect on prices as the
absence of scarcity, resource use will secelerate and sustainability will suffer.

7.5. Early empirical work on the contribution of natural assets to current income in develop-
ing and developed countries is suggestive if not definitive with respect to the sustainability of
development. A study by Repetto et ao of petroleum depletion, deforestation, and soil loss
in Indonesia indicates that what appears to be a steady four fold increase in gross domestic
income in Indonesia between 1971 and 1984 may actually have been a highly erratic though
apparently declining income after resource depletion is inluded in the analysis.I Daly and
Cobb argue that sustainable economic welfare in the United States probably deteriorated slight-
ly between 1970 and 1980 and appears to have deteriorated by somewhat more than 1 % per
year in the 1980s.l

7.6. Thus whether societies are transferring more or fewer assets to future generations is
still very much an empirical question in search of an adequate conceptual framing. The
evidence is mixed. Certainly technology has advanced. But industrial development. modem
lifestyles, and even modem ways of organizing are closely tied to the net oxidation of hydrocar-
bons at the heart of the problem of global climate change. Thus much of the cultural assets
available to future generations are likely to be inappropriate. Many resources are not being

49. One of the major difficulties in envirormental accounting is that re-
source qualities and technology are closely interrelated. One can only be de-
fined in the context of the other. As technology change., qualities which were
not appreciated before, and hence not thought of and inventoried as resources,
become resourcess see Richard D. Norgaard (Resource Scarcity and New Technology
in U.s. Petroleum Development, 1975) and Richard D. Norgaard and owo Jiun Leu
(Petroleum Assessibility and Drilling Technology: A Case Study of U.S. Petroleum
Development from 1959-1978, 1986).

50. This study by Repetto, Magrath, Beer and Rossini (op cit) valued assets
Ln terms of current market rents, i.e. current market prices loes production
costs. Incom after adjusting for resource dspletion varLed tremendously due to
oil price changes, so much so that the adjustod income losses all meaning. The
problem iL that relatively minor changes in market prices, when applied to the
full stock of resources, result in very large changes in calculated income.
Clearly, when supply and/or demand for a natural resource product are inelastic,
relatively small changes in supply or demand will have large effects on price.
such price changes are necessary to equilibrate the market in that time period,
but yearly price changes should not be used to value natural assets. Indeed, the
price of farmland does not vary as much as the price of farm products, especially
after deductlng productlon costs, because investors in farm land realise most
price changes are temporary. This study highlighto one of the complexities of
valuation.

51. eorman B. Daly and John 3. Cobb (op cit, appendix).
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transferred now because we have the technologies and levels of population to degrade
resources we could never degrade heretofore. New technologies, ways of organizing, and
population levels have created a need for transfer institutions which were not needed before.
What little theoretical work has been done on the importance ard nature of intergenerational
transfers is probably insufficient to support significant empirical forays.A

7.7. Social scientists are beginning to formally document how colonization followed by
efforts at Western style development broke down both the traditional mechanisms of managing
resources. Many have argued that the new institutions and technologies which replaced the
earlier cultural capital hastened the rates of exploitation, assuring that there would be less to
transfer. Colonial, and later national, governments assumed central control over forest
resources in particular, both opening them up to commercial exploitation for international
markets and closing them down to use by local peoples. The introduction of market incentives
into village life shifted the incentive from savings in the form of land maintenance and
improvement to savings in the form of monetary assets and Western-style human capitalDt

S. SUSTAINABIUTY AND CAPITAL THEORY: DILEMMAS OF ASSET AGGREGATION

8.1. This discussion paper, like many other economic treatments of sustainability, argues
that the assets - the natural, produced, and human capital - in each time period or generation
must be at least as productive as that in the preceding period or generation. While this formu-
lation has great intuitive appeal, aggregating capital, even simply produced capital, has proven
difficult for numerous reasons. If knowing whether development is sustainable depends on

52. Ralph C. d'Arge and Clive Spash (Economic Strategies for Mitigating the
Impacts of Climate Change on Future Generations, 1991) John Cumberland (Inter-
generational Transfers and Ecological Sustainability, 1991) and Talbot Page (op

lte, Sustainability and the Problem of Valuation, 1991) seem to be the only other
economists beginning to frame questions in this manner.

53. The number of social scientists working in this area is now sufficient-
ly large that there ar established, though still very much overlapping, schools
of thought. The largest focuses on institutions, typically at the community
level, which have historically managed common property resources. Economists
have worked actively with sociologists in this effort, reviewed in a World Bank
Discussion Paper by Daniel Bromley and Michael Cernea (The Management of Common
Property Resources, paper #57, 198x). A second group, under the rubric of poli-
tical ecology, concentrates on national and international institutions. Repre-
sentatlve work. Lncludes Piers Ilaikie (The Political Roan= of Boil Zrosio in
Ravelong Qntrim* 1985), Michael Redclift (Sustainable DeveloomentI Ex2loorna
the Contradictions, 1987) and Vandana Shiva (Stavina Alivet Women. Xcoloav. and
p vyo1m=nt. 1988). A third group, who have assumed the name of 'onvironmental
history" combine the thinking of the first two and concentrate on historical
documentatLon. The works by Ramachandra Guha (The VngUie Woods: ecolcical
Changg and Peasant Reasitance in the Hmalaya, 1990p Madhav Gadgil and Ramachan-
dra Guha, An Rniromntal Hiutorv of India* 1991) are excellent oxamples from
the developing world of the work underway in the area of environmental history.
Donald WortstGr (Thg nds of the Earth: Persoectives on Modern Environmntal Hin-
t=, 1988) and Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Natuxes Women. XEoloS. and the
sllS GIIE]=Xm%&MIQ # 1980) are leaders in the field in the developed world.
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actually determining whether aggregate capital is increasing, a review of the controversies in
capital theory Is in order.

8.2. Capital Is heterogeneous. Some assets have short lives, some long; some produce
evenly over time and then suddenly expire, some produce proportionately less over time and
whither away; some, like trees, have long start up times, produce different products over their
lifetimes, and then can be harvested during any of a number of years. The typical approach
to aggregating across capital of different lifespans and productivity time paths entails summing
the net present values of each of the assets over their lifetimes. This method fits our
understanding of how sales prices for corporations with multiple capital assets are determined.
This approach, however, runs into difficulties when applied to economies as a whole.

8.3. The Cambridge-Cambridge controversy is still unresolved. Though empiricists have yet
to find the argument significant, the controversy has highlighted the fact that aggregation rules
are necessarily based on assumptions abeut the nature of economic systems which may prove
contentious.B In particular, the controversy highlights the complexities introduced by the
relationships between production techniques and capital aggregation, complexities which
paraliel the difficulties of valuing natural assets independently of technology. How can things
be valued and compared when they are inherently interrelated, i.e. not separate things? New
conventions will have to evolve to work with the dilemmas of measuring and comparing
separate natural, produced, and human assets when they, in fact, are inseparable.

8.4. The Cambridge-Cambridge controversy stressed how values change moving between
equilibria points. On the presumption that the transition to sustainability will entail a significant
shift in the economy, this aspect of the controversy is important. Thinking back to the utility
frontiers between current and future generations of earlier diagrams, the measurement of aggre-
gate capital at an interior point (such as A), the closest efficient point (B), and the welfare max-
imizing point (C) will all be different because they use different rates of interest and prices.

54. Richard S. Norgaard (Three Dilemmas of Environmental Accounting, 1989)
and Vorgaard (Linkages between Environmental and National Income Accounts, 1989).
Many of the same issues appear in Henry M. Peskin with Ernst Lutz (A Survey of
Resource and gnvironmental Accounting in Industrialized Countries, 1990).

55. Joan Robinson argued that since the total quantity of capital in an
economy at a particular time, how capital is used over time, and how capital
services are aggregated all depend on the rate of interest, there is a possi-
bility that the relationship between aggregate capital and the rate of interest
is not monotonic. When this phenomena in combined with the posBibility of back-
ward bending supply curves for labor, the relationship between the capital in-
tensity of different techniques used at different interest rates is not omooth.
Thee is, in effect, the possibility of switching and reswitchLng between tech-
niques of production as interest rates decline or rise relative to wages. And
lf this is the case, very different, i.e. incomparable, bundles of capital are
being dLacussed at only somawhat different interest rates. The Cambridge-Cam-
bridge Controversy is roviewed from at least half a dozen perapectives ln John
Zatwell, Murray Milgate, and Peter Newman (ode) (jhe Me_ * P_alar CanitAl
%hinEL, 1990).
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At point B, the total assets passed on to the next generation will be less than those enjoyed
by the current, at point C the total assets passed on to the next generations are greater than
those enjoyed by the current, but one cannot compare the aggregate values of assets at points
B and C as they would be measured at their respective points. Due to price effects associated
with the scarcity of natural assets and the change in the rate of interest, the aggregate value
passed to the next generation at B could be greater than the value at C and yet B clearly would
still not be sustainable. The net present value of assets can stay the same or even increase
when both the flows and the rate of interest decrease. Thus environmental and resource
accounting relies on a monotonic relationship between capital and the rate of interest much the
same as does the concept of aggregate capital for aggregate production functions.

8.5. Aggregating capital may blur whether sustainabil,ty is possible for another reason.
Generation One might pass trees on to Generation Two with a net present value equal to the
assets Generation One received. But if these trees need to grow another 30 years and can
only have the stipulated value if they in fact are not used until Generation Three, then the rule
does not lead to sustainable development. In short, the time period during which capital can
be used is critical to our understanding of sustainability but are blurred through aggregation.

8.6. From the perspective of sustainability, emphasis must be placed on the continuity of
flow, not some measure of aggregate value. In this sense, each generation is obligated to pass
on to the next a mix of assets which provides equal or greater flows to the next generation
without greater effort on that generation's part to provide the same for the next. Given a
choice between several possible assets, the appropriate question is 'how well does an asset's
flow of services match with those of existing assets to meet the welfare objectives for each
generation?'

8.7. Following the energy crisis of 1973-4, several economists used growth models with
both aggregate physical capital and exhaustible resources to explore the conditions for sus-
tainability. Out of these explorations emerged what has become known as the 'Hartwick' rule
which states that consumption can remain constant in the face of declining availability of ex-
haustible resources so long as the rents from the exhaustible resource are invested in renew-
able capital.P While these models were touted at the time and have been since as evidence
that the development can be sustained in the face of natural resource exhaustion, in fact,
closer analysis reveals that these models only identify the importance of substitutability. So
long as a renewable form of capital can substitute for the depleted natural capital for all pro-

56. Bese Robert M. 8010w (Intergenerational Equity and Exhaustible Re-
oources, 1974), John M. Hartwick (Substitution Among Exhaustiblo Resources and
Intergenerational Equity, 1978), A. Dixit, P. Hammond, and M. Noel (On Hartwick#s
Rule for Regular Kaximin Paths of Capital Accumulation and Resource Depeletion),
and Partha Daogupta and T. Nltra (Intergenerational Equity and Efficient Alloca-
tlon of Exhaoutible Resources, 1983). Salah El Serafy arrived at effectively the
esam rule otarting from accounting principles (The Proper Calculation of Income
from Doplotable Natural Resourcee, 1989, and letter of April 19, 1991 to El
Berafy from Hartwick).
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ductive purposes, development can be sustained.A Common sense indicates that if some-
thing is not essential, its demise is not critical. These growth models illustrate why the role
of natural capital in sustainability often hinge on the extent to which natural capital is special.

8.8. For economists, comparison and aggregation are greatly simplified by valuation. Sus-
tainability requires, however, that equal attention must be given to the mix of specific assets
and the timing of their flow of services. Though the aggregate measures of economists will
no doubt assist in the overall assessment, the limitations of capital aggregation explored in this
section provide excellent justification for sustaining development in part through tne protection
and transfer of particular types of assets as determined by noneconomic reasoning.

9. THE CHALLENGE TO ECONOMIC PRACTICE

9.1. The practice of economics and the organizational environment in which economists
work evolves with social concerns and the theory used to address them. There is every r"son
to believe that economic practice will evolve to the extent sustainability is a matter of designing
new and bolstering existing institutions to transfer assets. And yet the history of the practice
of economics documents that the methodological stance of positivism has clearly selected
against serious involvement with questions of equity. Sustainability challenges the profession
to better adapt to work In the political arenas In which many of the decisions about which
assets should be saved for future generations and how institutions should be augmented to
maintain and transfer assets are being made.

9.2. The intemational development agencies were initially conceived in the progressive
vision as mechanisms for transferring knowledge, technology, and capital from industrial nations
to the less developed world. In this formulation, the United Nations agencies provided advice
on specific issues and the international banks assessed specific development projects proposed
for loans. Economists helped select, on the basis of efficiency criteria, what slhould be pre-
sented to agency governing bodies and developing governments for consideration. Unique re-
commendations are obtained, most typically, by implicitly assuming the current distribution of
rights, both within and across generations. Development economists were initially seen as
working apart from politics, independently assessing and advising on separate things, with the
flow of information clearly going from North to South. The evolution of environmental, for-

57. for stock resources which do not have substitutes, economists have
built models in which resource use asymptotically goes to zero and output is
maintained, but these rely on a Cobb-Douglas specification in which the average
product of the stock resource goes to infinity as use goes to soro. Harold J.
Barnett and Chandler Mors (op tit) also argue that oubstitution has been a key
factor relieving scarcity. ?ollowing this argument, some economiats have argued
that reoources with high elasticities of substitution cannot by definition be
scarce. Paul R. Zhrilch tackles economists, reliance on oubstLtution arguments
from the perspective of onvironmental science (The Limits to Substitutions Mota-
resource Doplotion and a New Bconomic-Bcological Paradigm, 1989).
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estry, and resource economics in North America took place in a very similar organizational on-
vironment. Interpreting sustainability as a matter of correcting market failures fits nicely within
this organizational role. Taking the existing distribution of assets as given, of course, nas been
an equity stance, but few among the public at large knew sufficient economics to effectively
expose this position.

9.3. The practice and organization of development economics, however, did evolve. Advice
giving agencies have become integrally involved in national planning and institution building as
well as in project formulation and implementation. Advice with respect to separate secific
things made little sense. Yet in spite of continuing efforts to initiate development projects and
policies correctly, it is commonly acknowledged that international efforts to promote develop-
ment fall short because the institutions established lose direction, knowledge transferred is not
retained and disseminated, educational facilities soon lack teachers. and irrigation projects are
not maintained. Efforts to address this problem have led the intemational agencies In con-
tradictory directions - to try in some cases to devolve responsibility to local communities and
nongovemmental organizations and in other cases to assume broader responsibility themselves,
centrally directing aid in response to how well nations are managing projects and maintaining
institutions.

9.4. Concem over the sustainability of development has accentuated the issue of develop-
ment maintenance. When environmental institutions have high 'decay rates', environmental
monitoring and protection will soon be inadequate. Industrial projects require sustained mainte-
nance and management to keep pollution levels low. Forestry projects require a balance be-
tween growth and cutting as well as road building and erosion control that can easily tip the
wrong way when management is not sustained. Modem agriculture requires sustained research
simply to maintain levels of productivity because pests overcome the resistance bred into
modern varieties. Sustainable development requires sustained, day to day, appropriate inter-
action with the complexities of ecosystems. Unlike the progressive vision, development is not
a process of figuring things out and setting them up correctly once and for all.m

9.5. Formulating sustainability as an equity decision also confronts positivism directly since
economists can no longer sort between development possibilities using efficiency criteria rooted
in the current distribution of rights between generations. If the economy could be moved from
B to C in Figure 5 with a few legislative changes in a matter of years, economists could 'wait
out" the transition and then undertake conventional efficiency analyses after a new regime of
rights was established. In fact, there is no reason to expect the transition to sustainability will
be quick.

58. The significance of sustaining develont for the World Bank, for
oxamplo, hao been deocrLbed by the Operations Evaluation Department (Renewable
Roourco Managment in Agrlculturs, 1989).
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Sconomit work with at least three different prespectives via a via
polLtics.

f:l~aaaJcL- legislative bodies are necessary for ng decisions with
respect to eqity, economic can inform poltical d ionmakers how
alternative legislative decisions will affect different groups ad how to
improve efficiency given equity decisions. aLconom a interactive with
politics.

Zronrat a PgXA - economics narrows the political agenda by pro-
screening inefficient options, encourages good polit L by identifying
bestoptions, generates objective information for policy-makers, and Ldi-
cates how to implemnt legislative mandate. efficiently. Iconoicea should
replace polLtics to the extent possible.

NODS&=gAtlvQ - voting and other participation in collective activities
is Irrational, most "do-gooders* are rent seekers eploiting the public's
nalve faith in collective action. Sconomics shows that politics reduces
social welfare.

This paper assumes the first stance: that soclties arm politically vi-
able; that political decision-making is a balancing of moral argument
about the type of future people want, not simply another method of allo-
cating between individual material wantsa and that thi role of economic
analysis is to better inform polities of the econoLic implications of
alternative decisions. The second position, however, is the most common
position that economists assume and the stance assumed in benfit-cost
analysis. in thls view, polities is mostly another way of balancing
competing material interests which can be done more effectively by simula-
ting how markets would work. The third position is that of the "new" aso-
classical economists such as James Buchanan who assume that moral argu-
ments are simply ways of fooling the public into bending the rules bent to
favor partlcular economic Interests.

Text Box 5

9.6. Assuring the rights of future generations will be an on-going, complicated process.
To some extent it will be a matter of determining and protecting the local and national mechan-
Isms - cultural, market, and public - that already exist for transferring assets to future genera-
tions. Legislative decisions to protect individual species, set aside land for national parks, es-
tablish soil conservation agencies, and limit pollution can be interpreted as efforts to protect
the rights of future generations. Judicial branches of government will reinterpret legislative law
and develop rationales for decisions in new areas. Intemational accords such as the Montreal
Protocol to protect the ozone shield clearly limit the rights of current peoples In order to protect
the assets of future peoples. An International greenhouse gas accord of much greater signifi-
cance Is likely. The intemational agencies have been mandated to promote sustainable develop-
ment on a project by project basis. And intemational agencies, national govemments, and non-
govemmental organizations have joined in the Tropical Forestry Action Plan to save tropical for-
sts for future generations through a complex administrative process. The principle that future

peoples have rights to human capital in the form of education and health are equally Important
and assured by a combination of shared ethics, constitutional clauses, national legislation, and
international accords which established United Nations agencies to promote these ends. In
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short, the rights of future generations will be protected by an incoherent, constantly evolving,
pastiche of formal legislation and informal agreements. Economists might be able to help make
them more coherent, but it would be naive to presume that the rights of future generations will
be assured by a few simple rules. We can expect the process to be represented by the zig-zag
path from A to C in Figure 7.

9.7. Given that many decisions of great
economic importance will be made in non-
economic decisionmaking arenas, what
should be the role of economists? Econ- c
omists need not be simply reactive, tech- J
nocratically responding to new rules aimed
at intergenerational equity made in other
arenas. A higher portion of economists 5
might take proactive roles, closer to the ,
classical liberal view of the interdependence \
between economics and politics. Econo-
mists should actively propose what they
think are the best methods for protecting
the interests of future generations and
question the effectiveness of proposals put 7
forth by others. They should openly parti- 7
cipate in the political discourse through
which the strategies for achieving sustainability are being selected. This, however, would
require a significant shift in the stance these economists take toward political and other social
decisonmaking processes.

9.8. The technocratic progressive stance, in which economists see their role as keeping
politics on track through the use of effiency arguments, is still dominant. In the last decade,
there has been a significant rise in the number of neoconservative economists taking the view
that any form of collective activity is irrational. More recently, however, some economists
have joined with other social scientists to reinvigorate the classical position.32 . In the classi-
cal view, markets, politics, administration, and the judiciary are separate social decisionmaking
arenas. Decisions within each of the arenas affect the other arenas. Progressive technocratic
and neoconservative economists see all decisionmaking as simply a matter of weighing aggre-

S9. AmitaL Ztalonl (The Moral DimonsLon: Toward a uw RgonmlVA, 1988) from
the perspectLve of a socLologist prLmarlly concerned wlth coamunLty and equity
and Mark Sagoff (The 2conomv of theZEarth, 1988) from the perspectLve of a moral
phLlosopher primarily concerned with the onvLronment argue persuasively that pol-
ltco ia a form of moral dlicouros directed at creating the kind of socLety
people desLre. AmitaL ZtzLonL has spearheaded the formation of the Society for
the Advancement of SocLo-Zconomics to foster communication between economists and
other oocial scLentisto and to support a whealthLer" attitude among economLito
toward other ooclal deciLionmaking arenas.
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gate benefits and costs, a process which markets do for individual consumers automatically and
arguably as well as possible. In contrast, the classical view stresses how people participating
as citizens engaged in the political process use different procedures, languages of discourse,
and criteria than they use as consumers participating in markets. In the reviving classical view,
people are not simply utility maximizers but rather think and act in different modes as members
of families, as citizens of cities, states, and nations; as laborers, profesionals, or capitalists;
as participants in judicial procedures; as religious beings; and as consumers. And in each of
these modes, rather than thinking of decisionmaking as an informed weighing of given prefer-
ences, the reviving classical view stresses shared discourse and learning, that contributes to
the development of understanding and formation of preferences.P

9.9. Classical interpretations of the interplay between people as consumers satisfying their
individual wants and people as citizens striving to reshape the world provides considerable
insight Into the organizational challenge that sustainability prosents to the practice of
economics. Economists tend to think that decisions in all arenas should meet tests of eco-
nomic rationality, of a weighing of benefits and costs. But with benefits and costs a function
of how rights are assigned. decisions to change rights cannot possibly be put to an economic
test. And yet economists can still participate effectively In these other decision arenas.
Economists can still assess how different strategies under consideration would actually work
if implemented. Efficiency criteria could not be used, but economists could explore how much
the current generation might have to forego in order to assure future income. Economics as
a pattern of thinking identifies issues that other social and environmental sciences miss. For
example, economists might try to predict how national economies will respond and interact
globally to alternative rules for greenhouse gas reduction. Economics is critical. not in the
sense that it provides criteria by which other arguments are tested, but as one way among
many for "eking a larger understanding.

9.10. At an operational level within the existing structure of economic practice, thinking of
sustainability as intergenerational equity suggests that development agencies need to be paying
more attention to asset maintenance and transfer. In this light, the practice of economics

60. This "classical position to also known as "republicanism" in reference
to its support for a republican form of government consisting of aetive citisen-
voters. Christopher Lasch (op cit) draws heavily on this distinction in his new
left critique of the old left's politics of materialism, wending these concerns
deftly with the current perception that unlimited materialism will also destroy
the environment that supports us. Also from tho political left, Samuel Bowles
and Herbert Gintis (Democracy and Canitallsmt Prov2rt. COMMity. and -the
C2ntradictions of o2dern SocLal Shouaht, 1986) argue for an expansion of
democratic decioionmaking into what are now the economic and administrative
alms in part to elevate workers/consumers from mere preference sorters to

learning beings. Key republican revivalists nearer the center of political views
includes Robert Bellah and diverse cohorts (Habits- f the Hoarts Individualism
and Commitment In American Life, 1985s) William f. sullivan (i2conhtructina
Publi_C hilouonhy, 1966), and Alan Wolfe (Whose Lenrm Social science and Moral

, 1989). The concerns for community expressed by Herman Daly and John
Cobb (op cit) fit this philosophy as well.
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gconomists would prefer general rules for attaining intergenerational
eqity which are consistent with current practice and organisation.
Treating ustainability as a problem of internalisng extenalities fLts
this oriteria. For this reason, economists have also been attracted to
using a lower discount rate (which has the quality of givlng future
generations a greater weight) and meeting an aggregate capital objective
during each time period. While each of these have soa merit, they are
inadeqate for the reasons developed in sections 4-8.

Xn reallty, politLcal processes will bolster sustalnabillty through a
collage of legislation protecting specific areas and specie., probibiting
specLfic technologies, limiting pollution, encouraging certaln types of
technologies, changing the broad andates and structures of organisat ions,
and changing lncentives for individual behavior. Zconomist, should
interact in this process and argue for fewer, more general rules. But to
the extent that resource. and environmental syste have few substitutes,
general rules break down. And to the extent that sustainability is about
this generation's concern for the qualitative direction of development,
not simply assuring some abstract bundle of wealth, general rules will be
ahunned.

It this indeed is the reality, economists might still participate con-
structively in the political process by informang political actors of the
implications of alternative proposals individually and ln combination.
It will not be possible to rank them by officiency criteria, but the
.politLcal process still deserves the understanding economLits have of
:economies as systems.

Text Box 6

needs to shift from concem with efficiency to concem with both efficiency and transfers.
Considerable background work is needed which might best start within or be fostered by the
intemational development agencies themselves. These include:

9.10.1 Analyses of Transfer Institutions. Both historical and cross cultural analyses of
the effectiveness of altemative institutions affecting how assets have been transferred
between generations are needed. Economists, and more recently anthropologists, his-
torians, political scientists, and sociologists, have made very important contributions to our
understanding of institutions for managing environmental systems. The linkages between
how institutions affect environmental management and how they affect bequets to future
generations need to be understood and to become part of political discourse. Such
analyses need to be undertaken on a country by country basis and within regions for the
larger countries. Economists with other social scientists in intemational development
agencies could Initiate such analyses and demonstrate their Importance. On-going research
might then best be undertaken by academics supported by national govemments and
nongovernmental organizations. Development strategies should then be designed to favor
those Institutions which are supporting the transfer of assets and discourage those which
are not.

9.10.2. Analvms of Crent Levels of Asset TransfE. While there Is now widespread con-
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cem that development is not sustainable, existing data on services from natural and other
assets are inadequate and methods for aggregation are not appropriate. The efforts by the
United Nations Statistical Office to develop environmental and resourco accounting data
and methods could be augmented with greater efforts by other development agencies.
Environmental accounting methods and ways of using the data will evolve best through
experimentation. As per the arguments developed in Section 8, methods for asessing
yearly flows from multiple assets rather than the aggregation of assets gre especially
needed. Development strategies should be formulated in light of what can be known about
the levels of asset transfer.

9.16".3. Evolution of Rules for Appraisal of Projects with Transfr Comgnnts. Projects
will be seen increasingly as having two components: an investment component which
should provide a return to current savings and a transfer component designed to help meet
intergenerational equity objectives. The distinction between these two components.
however, will rarely be clear. Rules, analogous perhaps to the rules for the division of
costs between joint products in financ.al analyses, will need to be developed through
experience and rational discourse within the agencies.

9.11. Increasingly, intemational development agencies will become involved in transfers of
financial capital with the primary aim of promoting intergenerational equity. The objective of
the new Global Environmental Facility jointly run by the World Bank, United Nations Develop-
ment Programme and United Nations Environment Programme is to provide financial transfers
from industrialized nations to developing nations to protect biodiversity, limit greenhouse
emissions, and protect the ozone layer. If the capital endowment of the Facility is substantially
increased, it could become a major player in facilitating the transfers needed for sustainable
development.

9.12. Whether participating in political and other decision arenas or working within devel-
opment agencies, economists will find themselves striving for optima which are not consistent
with the limited data, the unreliability of environmental Institutions, the vulnerability of mana-
gers, and the vagaries of nature. Questions concerning the interactions of social and environ-
mental systems over long time periods are inherently complex, the likelihood that optimization
reasoning will err on the unsafe side are high, and the consequences are likely to be very
costly. To the extent this characterizes the search for sustainability, there is good reason to
seek minimum regret solutions and safe minimum standards.13

9.13. In all of these roles, the international agencies can assist by contributing to the global
view necessary for the efficient distribution and allocation of exhaustible resources.

61. S. V. Ciriacy-Wantrup (Rgsource Conservation:t conomic. and Policieso
1968) and charles A. Porrings (Reserved Rationality and the Precautionary Prin-
ciples Technological Change and Uncertainty in Znvironmental Decision-making,
1991).
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9.14. At this stage, relatively little is known about how to transfer capital to another nation
and assure that global objectives are met. With sufficient North-South transfers or debt
cancellation, for example, the tropical rainforest nations may indeed establish very effective
controls on deforestation. Northern economies, however, may choose to accelerate economic
activity in order to support the transfer. And the transfers may also stimulate energy intensive
development in the South. Both effects could contribute even more to global warming and ulti-
mately to the loss of blodiversity. Transfers between generations and between North and
South may have little effect in the medium to longer run if there are few new technologies and
only a narrow field of development strategies between which nations can choose. There is
good reason to believe that transfers can contribute to a solution, but they are probably not
a solution in themselves.

9.15. While successful middle and upper income participants in the modern global economy
have less control over the process of asset transfer, the poor increasingly simply have nothing
to transfer. The more than a billion people, approximately 20% of the world's population, living
on less than one U.S. dollar per day must necessarily worry about their immediate needs.
About as many people have higher standards of living but insecure title to the resources they
manage, reducing their incentive to manage them well for their children. Drought, floods,
hurricanes, and earthquakes disrupt the management and accumulation of natural and other
assets periodically for many other peoples. And tribal, civil, and regional warfare interrupt
resource management, education, and capital accumulation for millions of others. To a large
extent, enhancing the transfer of natural and other assets will require substantial improvements
for those most vulnerable now. Intergenerational equity and infragenerational equity are
complementary objectives.

9.16. During the rise of industrial development, the question of whether this generation's
income was at the expense of the next was subsumed by our faith in technological progress.
Future generations would be taken care of by a process of 'trickle ahead' much like we once
believed that the poor would automatically benefit from development through 'trickle down".
With the weakening in the faith in progress, "trickle ahead" Is openly being questioned.
Modern societies have not developed institutions to assure the needs of future generations.
Quite the contrary, modernity appears to have broken down previous management and transfer
institutions. There is a significant possibility that the growth in income associated with
development has come from the use of resources that had heretofore been protected for future
generations. The provision of "Future Needs' through natural and other asset management and
transfer must become a criterion for development on a par with the provision of "Basic Needs".

9.17. The possible arrival of an International "grants economy" suggests a host of new
questions that will need to be explored and new types of practices in which economists need
to become involved.
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APPENDIX 1

THE CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINING TROPICAL RAINFORESTS

Al.1. Tropical rainforests have ittracted the most attention during the intemational discourse on
uswtainability because they present the most dramatic and Intertwined difffculties. While It is

somewhat unfair to sharpen a now conceptualization of the relationship between economics and
sustainability on th most difficult problem facing development agencies and third world peoples,
thinking about sustainability In the context of tropical rainforests quickly Identifies the difficulties of
implementing the concept.

A1.2. Concem is greatest for the major forests of the Amazon, the Congo, and Southeast Asia
including those in Indonesia, Malaysia and in t.aos, Cambodia. and Vietnam. Key contributing factors
Include:

A1.2.1. Iliodive. Tropical rainforests are the most species diverse of all terrestrial eco-
systems. Our undersanding of the total number of species on earth and the proportion in tropi-
cal rainforests Is unfolding in response to recent concern over the forests themselves, yet it is
widely accepted that a very lare proportion of the total is in the tropical rainforests. There Is
a growing consensus that sustainable development will be easier for all with a mulitude of spe-
cies with which to experiment. Stog agruments have been developed that a small percentage
of species may prove to have extrmely valuable propertes which could benefit all, but that we
have littl or no Idea now which species these will tum out to be. Plantaion forests and agro-
forestry with equivalent or higher productivities may serve as alemative assets to the natural
forest for purposes of producing wood and pulp, but It is difficult to Imagine assets that might
substitute for the diversity of species Itself.9

Al1.2.2. Mansoement intensive. The response of tropical rainforest ecosystems to human
Intervention and to natural variations In climate and other factor are very difficult to predict.
The higher uncertainty in tropical rainforest systems, relative to most temperate zone systems,
Is due to: 1) the diversity of species, 2) the tighter coevolution and hence greater inter-
connectedness between species, and 3) the relative absence of stocks of nutrients and water
stored In soil which buffer ecosystem dynamics. Ecosystem response uncertainties can be
narrowed with more intensive management such as botter monitoring, deeper understandings of
tropical rainforest dynamics, and engaging in multiple activities at lower intensities. Traditional
peoples evolved such management techniques. Tropical rainforests have not esponded predict-
ably to the technologies, management strategies, and social organization associated with modem
development. The unpredictability of tropical rainforest ecosystems immensely complicates their
management and utilization and limits their contribution to economic development as it has
conventionally been understood.

A1.2.3. Deve1gmnnta h. Because the characteristics of tropical rainforests are relatively
Incompatible with modern social organization and technology, they have remained on the gao-

62. U. S. Congress, Office of Technology Asoseant (Technologiea to
sustain Tropical Rainforest, 1984), U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment (Technologies to Maintain Biological Diversity, 1987), and Jeffray A.
Mcleely at al (Con2prino the Ngrld's Riolggigal Diver_ity, 1990).
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gaphical margins of economic markets and of govemment influence. This has meant that
ansport costs to and from national and intemational markets are relatively high which, In tum,

mons purchased Inputs to production are costy while the prices of fores products are low.
This Wlaves a low margin of profit for a few commercial economic activitie and no margin for
most. Though many are Interested in the possibilities of intensive manament for the mutiple
potential products of t rainforest by the ver nature of the fact that the rainforest are on the
development peripherl, Intensive management Is not lkely to be ggmm2uialy fe"sible. Thus
commercial development tends to result In the harvesting of a few species over extended areas.
The resultin highorading shift t species mix, frquently driving some species to iocal
oxtincions.

Al.2.4. Slmiarly, only a few services from central govemments can be maintained continuously,
othr can be dolived lntemluently, and many cannot be provided at all due to the costs of
transporteion and communication over sparsely populated land for from national capitals. This
ruts In an asymmetry in the distribution of services available from central goverments, or
justd given the low return per unit area. For similar reasons, local govemments find it difficult
to Interact effectively wih distnt central govemments. High tansactions costs reduce the
effectiveness of both particpatory and progressive technocratic govenance, greatly complicating
topical rainforest develomnt and conservaton.

A1.2.5. Tzbal PeoDla. As a result of the incompatiblities between modem technologies and
socil oranization that have left tropical forests on the development periphery, the forests, by
default, are home to a signfcant portion of the remaining people sill oranized, economically
and socially, along tribal pattems. The rights of tribal peoples to forest resources are rarely well
specifd and even les frequenty onfored by national govermment. How people In developing
and developed nations think the rights of tribal peoples should be specified and enforced differ
drmatically according to the extent to which they believe tribal peoples should be able to deter-
mine their own course of development, building on their own culural and oogical base, or be-
leve tribal peoples will choose, or must inevitably accept, the cultural premises and
environmental transformation of modem developmem.

Al .2.B. C6 m . The tropical rainforests contain a signifant pordon of the global
crbon squestered In living biomass. Deforesttion is estimated to contribute 14% of the gren-
house gse th contribute to global climate change.1k At the same time, reforestation in wet
tropical regions Is undersood to be one of the most cost-effective ways of delaying greenhouse
warming. The fact that tropical deforestation is currenty a significant source of greenhouse
gase while the forest could become a significant sink makes It one of the most Interesting
variables In the climate models.B There is increasing evidence that large scale deforestation
affects regional climates as well5 .

A1.3. The difficulties of managing tropical rainforests have been elabored In the context of the
inteaionships between ecological complexity and socio-economic systems. It Is important to bear

63. World Resources Institute (World Resources 1990-91, p.24. 1990).

64. lntergoverraental Panel on Climate Change (Climate Chanuat Th b X=
R2mons strateoies, 1991)

65. Ineas Salati (The Forest and the Hydrological Cycle, 1987).
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In mind that there are many more Interelationships and tat many of thm ntail positive, or
amplifying, feedback loops which make prediction, policy prescription, and managemnt extremely
difficult.

A1.4. The foegoing characteration of the special featurs of tropical rainfores highlight the
difficulties of assigning resource tights to current generations, let alone future gnerations. There
Is an on-going interaional debate, for example, as to whet natons or all peoples have rights to
th bnefts of genetic diversity of the rainforest. While this debate rages In part because of different
ethil intions. there ae tremeidous practical difficultis of auring that the gains go to
naions or to al peoples as a whole rather than to the mulintional corpations ta are likely to
pant products orinating from the biological properties discoverod In th rainforest.0 The
importance of biodiversity raises questions such as whether future generations should have riohts to
genetic properties, Individual species, and specific types of ecosytems? Or should future peoples
have rights to something more general and, If so, how should this be defined and measured. The
exitnce of tribal peoples dramatically raises the Issue as to whether the rights of future goeneations
should be vested in all peopls within a nation or whether partcular peoples might be given particular
rights, challenging the concept of nationhood itseIf. And the global importnce of the rainfors to
climate highlights the problem of whether rights to species will be adequa and whether the rights
and responsibilities to future nerstions will not have to be specified In terms of carbon stored in
biomass s wel.

A .5. The complexiies associated with our interactions with tropical rainforests challenge the very
way In which Wstm thinking, Including neoclassical economic theory, conceive of rights. Many
have argued that the concept of obligations which was historically linked to the concept of rights
needs to be relinked.-M Obligations or responsibilities may be expressed as retictons on rights
which merely limit whet one can do in the market. Restrictions In femselves fun countr to the
ibertarin evolution of the Idea of right in the West. Regardless of the dominance of rudimentary
conceptions of fte privilW of property, rights are complex and highly evolved In most socieies,
developed or not. Obligations, beyond being more highly defined rights, may entail periodic positive
benevolent actons in and beyond the market place. Obligatons as positive acts may require
Institutions in addfiton to markets. Thus, though this paper presents its arguments largely in tms
of the rights of future generations, rights should not be interpreted too simply. In fact, the concept
of rights assumes th nature can be divided up into parts and assigned as property, a preconception
that may in fact contribute to the problem.0

66. The complexity of the interrelatLonshLps and a number of amplifying
feedback loops are elaborated by Norgeard (Sociosystem and Ecosystem Coevolution
in the Amazon, 1981). Stephen Bunker has also explaLned the failure of
development in the Amazon ln a systems context (Underdavelo2ing the Amazon,
1985).

67. The dLfficulties of aslgning rlghts to genetie resourcoe are explored
from the perepectLve of developing countries by Caleatous Juma (Tho Gone
HHOa:DSxxx, 1989)

68. Zdith Brown Vetso, op c1t, and Brian Norton, op cit& among others make
thes points.

69. RiLhard S. Worgaard (EnvLronmental EconomLcss An UvolutLonary CritLque
and Plea for Pluralism, 1985).
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APPENDIX 2

AN INTERGENERATIONAL COMPETMVE EQUIULBRIUM MODEL OF A
NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCE ECONOMY

A2.1. Consider an economy with an arbitrarily large finite number of ovelapping geneon a
1, 2,... G, each of which ives for two periods. The first generation Is bom in pedW I and a now
generation Is bom in each succesive period so that the o th goneraton lives In periods u and 9 + 1.
For simplicity, asume ta each geration consists of homogeneous Individuals who can be repre-
snt as a single agent. There Is a single consumption good C and the consumption levels of the o
th eneation in perods g and g+ I are CR and C,.,. Each genertion has a utlitiy function Ue 
U*IC,,C,,1 ) which is concave, monotonically increaning, and differentable.

A2.2. A single firm produces a homogeneous output in periods t - 1,2,...,G+l using bbor U,),
capital (K,), and a nonreproducible natural resource (A,) according to a constant reu to scale
production function f, - f,(L,, K, ,) that Is monotonically Increasing, dierentiable, and concave.
Assume furhr that prduction Is zro when the levels of all Inputs are zero so that f,(0,0,0) - 0.
Note Ot the time subscipt (t) allows for exogenous technoogial Improvement through changs In
the pametes or functonal form of f, over time.

A2.3. Output Is distributed between consumption and net capial Investment (K,, - K,). Capitl
may be freely converted Into consumption so that there may be net consumpton of the capital stock.
Each generation Is edowed with a single unit of labor in each period tt It suppline inelly to
the firm. The Ni stocks of resources (S,) and capitl IK,) we owned by the first gonerato and
take on stricy posive values. Each successive generation recives an income transe T,, from its
predecessor durin the first period of it existence. While In reality intergenerational transfer are
effected by both private Individuals and by public agencies, hare we assume that the transfers are
selected and enforced by th government and are thus taken as exogenous to individual decision-
making.

A2.4. Intergenerational competitive equilibrium Is achieved via the temporary equilibria established
through trading between the generaions alive in each period subject to their expectations conceming
future prices and economic conditions. The conditions that describe the competitive equilibri that
arise under altemative income transfer regimes may thus be derived by evaluting the maximization
problems facd by each agent. Consider first the profit maximization problem conftonting the firm.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that the firm Is myopic and that there are no fur markets so
ht trading Is limited to goods that are made available during the period In which they are purchased.
Defining f, as the firm's profit in period , w, as the wage rate, r, as the interest rate or price of
capital sorvices, p, as tho price of the resource, and taking the firms output as numeraire, the firm's
problem is to:

Max R g fg(LL, Kg, Rg) - w t - zt Kt - ptt (1)

subJect to L,. K,, K, > 0. Since the firm behaves competitively, this problem generates the first
order conditons:
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we ifc 9 (2)

.rt. ; (3)

Rftp" ~~~~~~(4)

that necessa and sumcint for the attainment of an Interior solution to the profit maximization
problem under the rtctions on f,. The assumpton that the productin function exhibts constnt
returns to cae impls a proft are eo In ech period.

A2.5. Now consider the utlity maximzation problem confrondng ft th g ation In period .
t must choose its period g conmpon d net nvestme In capital and rsources basd on the

k obw in peod VWd thprit expets hfr peod o + 1 so as to maximiZe Ik
expected te udtlity U,(CwC,,1). For simpliciy, we ssum tha eac genrtion has
perfct foresiht so that its expectidons gardig futur pcs ae borne out In reait.

A2.6. The budge constnts may be deived by noting t, snce no two generatons overlap for
mmore tn ono peod, tee are no opportunites for loans, and income must mual expenditure In
each perod. In period 1, genraton 1 makes a payment of C,, + K8 - K, for consump aon and net
capital ivment while ts kicom from sales of labor, caphal servics, and resources Is w, + r,K,
+ p 4S, S21. Note that:

c-I

St a SI - RI ^(5)

is the resowrce stock mnainn at th beginning of period t. In period 2, Its expected expenditure
Is C12 whil ik expected IIncomes w, + (1 + r,)K2 + paS - Ts. This holds because, at the gnd of
it fWeme, each goneraton consumes ft rmainder of Is nonansferred capial stock. The period
I and period 2 budget constraints faced by generation I thrforo reduce to:

w1 + (t + z)I' + pj(S 1 - S2) - Cqj - Ka a ° (6)

* + (1 + 2. ). + pS 2 - 4T - C12 a O (7)

A2.7. The budget onsras for generaton g> 1 are somewht different in form. Generation g
must purchase ts stocks of capital and resources for use In period u+1 from the preceding

neraion and/or the firm, so It period g expenditure on consumption, cpital, and resources Is CO
+ K,, + pS*., while kt income from labor sales and t transfer it receives from Its predeceso0r
Is w, + To. In period g + 1, Io expeeMd expenditure Is Co, , while It expected income Is w%., +
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(1 + i,9J)K9,. + pg*,S+ I- T,,. Hence It period g and peri g + 1 budget constraints are:

WV - PA+,1 + TV - Cgv - Kg.1 . O (8)

Wg(1 + (. + rgi)K+, + Pg,iSg.i - Tg. - Cm#, * 0 (9)

A2.8. The problem confronting generaon g is to maximize UJ(C,. Co,.,) subject to the budget
constraints and the nonnegativity constraints C,,, C,O.,, Ks,,, S,, > - 0. In th ca of an interior
solution, this yields te fist order conditions:

auO / *C.. . IPf 1 4 zgI 1 (10)

for g = 1, 2, ..., G hat e both necessary and sufficient given the assumptions imposed on the
utility functions.

A2.9. A competitive equilibrium will exist for this model if we can find a se of prices and
quantities that simultaneously satfies the conditions of utility and profit maximization. Howarth
(1989) has shown the exisnce and Pareto efficiency of equiibria provided that the set of Income
transfers Is technically feasibl. The possibility of comer solutions implies tha the equilibrium condi-
tions derived above are not completely general, although this techniality need not concem us here.

A2.10. These conditons yield some interesting if familiar interpre ns. Along an equilibrium path,
the marginal rate of time preference or discount rate of each successive geration must equal the
interest rate or return on capital, and the discount rate is always reater than zero provided that the
marginal productiviy of capita is positive. Moreover, the resource price must rise at the rate of
Interest over time, confirming the Hotelling (1931) rule.

A2.1 1. The comptiivo equilibrium and hence the discount rat, however, depend on the distribu-
tion of Income across generations, a point that is best Ilustrted by a numerical example. For
simplicity we limit the example to the two generation, three period case. Let the initial capital stock
equal one and the inital resource stock equal four. Assume that the utility and production functions
take the familiar Cobb-Douglas forms:

UV n (cow Cog+,) t2 (11)

ft - (Lt Kt Rt) 1 / (12)

A2.12. In a numeric example we show that unless the transfer from the present to the future
generation exceeds about 1.5, or 90 percent of period 2 capital 111 +r,)Ka1, the hypothetical economy
will be unsustainable in the sense that living standards will decline from generation to generation
(Pezzey, 1989).
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Table A2

Two Generaton Cobb-Douglas Equilibia Under
Atemaive Income Transfers

TR 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

U, 1.73 1.53 1.32 _,0 0.89 0.68 0.46 0.24

U2 0.19 0.52 0.83 1.13 1.43 1.72 2.00 2.28

C,, 1.40 1.25 1.09 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.40 0.21

C,a 2.14 1.86 1.59 1.32 1.05 0.79 0.63 0.28

C,, 0.14 0.42 0.70 0.97 1.24 1.51 1.78 2.05

C23 0.27 0.66 1.00 1.33 1.64 1.95 2.25 2.54

LI 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

La 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Ls 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

K, 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

K2 0.91 1.03 1.15 1.29 1.43 1.59 1.75 1.91

K, 0.07 0.24 0.43 0.63 0.84 1.05 1.26 1.48

R 0t, 12.28 2.07 1.92 1.79 1.67 1.57 1.48 1.41

R2 !1.62 1.64 1.66 1.69 1.72 1.74 1.77 1.79

RS 0.12 0.29 0.42 0.53 0.61 0.89 0.75 0.81

wI 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37

w2 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.32

w, 0.07 0.14 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.35

ft 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37

Ira 0.53 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.37 0.35 0.33

ta_ X 0.96 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.24

Pi 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27

P't 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35

Ps I 0.58 0.48 0.45 0, .44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

A2.13. The model highlights the sonsitivity of equilibrium interest rates, wages, and resource prices
to the disnbution of income across generations determined by the transfers made between genera-
tons. The intet ra varies from period to period and may either rise or faU over time, but trans-
fhr of wealth from prent to future drive down the interest rate in each period. Since the interest
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ra In this model Is equal to each oeneration's subjective discount rate, or Its marginal rate of substi-
tution with respect to consumption in consecutive periods, we may conclude that the discount rate
Is a function of ft intergenerational welfare distribution. The combined effects of changes in the
Interest rat and resource prices lead to not conservation of the resource stock as Income is trans-
ferred from the present to the futud. But while this result may sem to confirm the conventional
wisdom that low discount rates favor both resource conservation and the woHelre of future genera-
tions, this conclusion deseves careful qualification. The intergenerational Income distribution deter-
mines not only the efficent allocation of natural resources but also the discount rate and all other
prices and quantties that are relevant to the application of conventional evaluation techniques. Ad
hoc manipultions of the discount rate to advance sustainability interest In partial equilibrium analyses
may therefore lead to the misallocation of resources. In a numeric example we (Howarth and
Norgaard, 1 990bW we show that unless the transfer from the present to the future generation exceeds
about 1.5, or 90 percent of period 2 capital, the hypothetical economy will be unsustainable In the
sense that living standards will decline from generation to generation (Pezzey, 1989).

A2.14. The model and the numeric example highlight the sensitivity of equilibrium interest rates to
the distribution of income across generations determined by the transfers made between generations.
The interest rate varies from period to period and may either rise or fall over time, but transfers of
wealth from present to future drive down the Interest rate in each period. Since the Interest rate in
this model is equal to each generation's subjective discount rate, or its marginal rate of substitution
with respect to consumption in consecutive periods, we may conclude that the discount rate Is a
function of the Intergenerational welfare distribution. The combined effects of changes in the interest
rates and resource prices lead to not conservation of the resource stock as income Is transferred from
the present to the future. But while this result may seem to confirm the conventional wisdom that
low discount ras favor both resource conservation and the welfare of future generations, this
conclusion deserves careful qualification. The intergenerational income distribution detrmines not
only the ficient allocaton of natural resources but also the discount rate and all other prices and
quantities tat a relevant to the application of conventional evaluation techniques. Ad hoc mani-
pulations of the discount rate to advance sustainability interest in partial equilibrium analyses may
therefore lead to the misallocation of resources.

A2.115. The discount rat dilemma Is effectively resolved by retuming to the basic framework of
economics. Each distribution of rssources or income between people, in our case generations,
defines an efficient allocation of resources between end uses and users. Conservation or
sustainability cannot be addressed simply through efficiency. While efficiency is important,
Intergenerational distribution Is also Important. Both concems must be addressed, and when they
are, the discount rate dilemma is resolved.

A2.16. Prices, Including the rate of interest or discount, equilibrate resource allocations at the
margin. With differen distributons and efficient allocations, new prices arise. One can no more
speak of "the' fate of interest when societies are giving major consideraion to the sustainability of
development than one can speak of "the" price of timber when deciding whether or not to conserve
forests for future generations. Redistributions change equilibrium prices. The rate of interest is
undoubtedly distorted by market failures just as is the price of timber, and adjustments are thereby
In order. But it Is inefficient to adjust either the rate of interest or the price of timber for the
purposes of achieving distributional goals.
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APPENDIX 3

AN INTERGENERATIONAL COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL OF A
RENEWABLE RESOURCE ECONOMY

Richard B. Howarth

A3.1. Policy makers frequently must render decisions regarding the proper intertmporal allocation
of natural resources. While decision-making is an Inherently subjective process, formal anlytcal con-
cepts and methods are often useful in reducing problems to their esntial structure In a manner tat
Illuminates the decision-making problem. Two sets of normative crteria are often Invoked in dis-
cussions of natural resource policy. Some argue that resources should be managed according to *t
present value criterion of cost-benefit analysis. Others assert that the discounting techniques implicit
In the cost-benefit approach may lad to the overexploltation of natural resoutces, so that resources
should be managed accoe 4ing to a sustainability criterion that ensures an equitable ditribution of r
sources between the present and future generations.

A3.2. This appendix explores the relationship between these two approaches using a model of an
abstract intertemporal economy with a renewable resource that Is socially managd according to cost-
benefit criteria. Consumption and Investment decisions are made by privaw Individuals under compe-
titive market conditions. The model illustrates the utility of cost-benefit techniques In achieving an
efficient allocation of resources. As we shall see, however, the cost-benofit approach will result In
an equitable distribution of welfare between generations only if appropriate transfers of assets are
transferred from one generation to the next. In this sense, cost-benoft techniques and sustainability
criteria are seen to be complementary rather than contradictory approaches to policy analysis.

A3.3. Consider a disrete-time, finite-horizon model of an intertemporal economy. Thee are two
generations alive at each date t O.1,...,T - one "young" and one old". Each goeneration lives for
two periods, and goneration t lives at dates t and t + 1. It is convenient to assume that each genera-
tion consists of a single representative individual, although the model is easily modified to allow for
changes in population and heterogeneity between individuals. There Is a homogeneous consumption/-
investment good, and the consumption levels of the young and the old at date t aro Cb, and C., e
spectively. The old own a stock of capital K, and earn incomes from th sale of capital services to
the production sector. The young hold an endowment of labor L, that they supply inelasffcally to pro-
ducers. The young and the old receive the not (positive or negative) lump-sum transfers T., and T.,
from an independent agency, the govemment*. There is no explicit altruism between gnerations.
and individuals take the Income transfers they receive as fixed.

A3.4. The preferences of the generation bom at date t are represented by the utility function U,
- U,(Cy,C,,,), which is assumed to be increasing, differentiable, and concave. The consump-
tionfinvestment good Is taken as the numeraire, and the wage rate and the price of capital services
are w, and r, rspectively. Markets are perfectly competitive, and Individuals have perfet foresight
regarding future prices and economic conditions. Each generation seeks to maximize is lifetime util-
ity through its consumption and investment decisions subject to the budget constraints:

C,, + Kt., - w,L, + Tv,

C.,. I (I + t,.,I)Kt.,I + Tat+.I 
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Under the maintained asumptions, utility maximizaion yields the first order conditon:

I6Ut/6CV,1/$U,/0C.,t1) m I + r,.1

that is necessary and sufficient for the achievement of an interior solution.

A3.5. Production activitis are caried out by a single representaive firm tha use inputs of
capial services, labor, and the harvest of a renewable resource (1,) according to the production
function f,(K,,Lj,H,). The firm holds no asset of Its own, but purchass inputs during t period
they are used. The production function exhibits constant returns to scale and Is assumed to be
increasing, differentiable, and concave. Both its parameters and functional form may change over
time with the evolution of new technologies. If we take p, Is the price per unit of the resoure
harvest, profit maximization under perfect compotiton yiekds the first ord conditions:

-. df,l6K, w, i f,16L, p, - Of,I/&,

that are necessary and sufficient for the achievement of an interior slution. The condiins
hold that, in equilibrium, the marginal productivity of each factor input Is equated with its price.
The constant retums to scale asumption implies that profits are zero In each period.

A3.6. The pre-harvest stock of the renewable resource at date t Is Q,, and the stock grows
over time according to the concave, continuous function 0,,, - g(t0Hj,. We shall assume that
g, Is Increaing In 0, and decreasing in H,, so that resource utilization dere future resource
availability. The resource harve may not exceed the existing stock, so H, s 0. Thee ae no
harvest costs, and th govemrment manags resource harvest using conventonal cost-benefit cr-
teria, maximizing the present value benefits of resource utiliztion defined by the formul:

a fPt (z) dz.
cu o

Here p,(H,) Is the inverse demand function for the resource harvest, or the price that prevails
when the harvest is set equal to H,. o, is the discount factor applied to not benfits accruing t
periods into the future. We shal aume that the govemment ts the discount rate equal to the
market rate of interest so tht a,. m o,/(l + r,.,) where a. m 1. This maximization problem im-
plies the first order condition:

M1(l6M,I) Rgs.176U,7.(6gj Eli s,) ( ig, 1 / EQ,1)

that is necessary and sufficient for the attainment of an interior solution provided that the
resource demand function Is downward sloping so that the integral defining the surplus associated
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wih resource utilization In each period is concave in H,. This condition stts ha the pre-
sent-value benefit erated by a marginal shift in resource consumption from one period to the
next, while holding harvests constant in all other periods, must be equal to zero. Because there is
no value In preserving th resource stock at the terminal date, the resource stock is fully exhaus-
ted In the final period so that H, - Q,.

A3.7. To complete the model, a set of Income transfers {T,,,T.: t - 0,1,...,T) must be speci-
fied satisfying the constraint T,, + T, - pH, so that the goverment's budget is balanced In
each period. In general, there are many income transfer regimes that will satisfy this propety
and thus many potential competitive equilibria. While one might explicitly model the govem-
ment's choice of the transfer regime, we shall for the moment take income transfes as given In
order to assess the weffare implrations of the potential alternatives.

A3.8. One question to ask is whether the cost-benefit approach to renwable esoure man-
agement results in to a competitive equilibrium that is Pareto efficient. In an International
context, an allocation is efficient If It is Impossible to Improve the wefare of one genetion with-
out rendering one or more other generations worse off. While we shall not go through the details
of the derivation, it may be shown that an allocation is efficient if it satisfies the conditions:

(6U,I6C,)j(6U,I6C.., I 1 + 6ft, 116K4,,

Sf,., (Sf,/SIH,) (1+f,ifS6K,.,) (6g9, /6h,*,)

(Eg,/6H,) (Mg,,,/EQ,El)

It is straightforward to show that these conditions are satisfied by competitive equilibra if and
only if the discount rae is equatd with the market rate of interest. The cost-benefit approach to
resource management therefore results In an efficient allocation of resources provided that this
condition is met.

A3.9. We should also like to know If there anything in the stucture of th model that ensur
an equilibrium is sustainable In the sense that living standards are nondecresing from period to
period. To faclitate the analysis of this issue, we focus on a specific version of the model and
compare the equilibria that result under alternative income transfer regimes. Suppose there are
21 periods IT - 20) and that the production and utility functions are f, - (K,ILH,)" and U, -
InIC,,) + ln(C2,,,) while the resource growth equation is 0,,, - 2(Q - Hj - (O, - HJ)/4. The ini-

70. it is worth pointing out that because the firm's production function
exhibits constant returns to scale, its demand function for resource inputs is
not well-defLned. But although the derivation of a resource planning equation
is useful for heuristic purposes, the equation itself may be justified on the
basis of marginalist argumnts that do not depend in the fomal maximization
problem outlined above. This difficulty is therefore unimportant to the results
developod in tho paper.
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tial stocks of capital and the renewable resource are Ko = I and 06 - 2, and the labor endow-
ment is Lt = 1 in each period. These assumptions are maintained sricy for illustrative purposes;
there Is no presumption that they are 'realistic in any sense.

A3. 10. At this point we shall focus our aention on income transfer regimes that maximize the
social welfare function:

W. E p telU

for various values of B, a positive constant that defines the weight attached to the welfare of
future generations in comparison with the present. While this functional form is frequently em-
ployed in both theoretical and applied work, its ethical foundations are easily questioned, and
other formulations are possible. This function, however, allows us to vy the weight attached to
the welfare of future generations, and this is sufficient for the purpose at hand. Table 1 shows
the equilibria that result for values of B of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Solution values ae given for ler-
nate years only to simplify the prentation of the rsults.

A3.1 1. The results of this exercise indicate that e model is very snstiwv to the choice of B
and thus to the choice of the Income transfer regime. When ltte weight is attached to the
welfare of future gonertions IS - 0.5), the stocks of capitl and natural resources ar rpidly
diminished to satisfy the wants of the current generation, and lving standards decline
precipitously over time. Increases in the value of I, and hence in the transfer of asse ftom the
present to the future, raise the captl and resource stocks and shift the balance between present
and future consumption. For the ntermediae case (B = 0.75), a nearly consta consumption
standard Is maintained over time, while the extreme case of B - 1.0 resul In explosive growth
In consumption.

A3.12. The transfer of assets from presnt to future tends to lower equlibrium interest raes
and hence the rat at which future cost and benefits should be discounted In cost-benefit
evaluations. While this result might seem to support the view that low discoumnt rts should be
used to favor the intere of future generations, in fact such a conclusion Is not justied. A
sustainable development path in this model is achieved through the choice of intergeneational
transfers that ensure future geneotions the assets they need to liW fruitf an productive lives.
Given the set of intergenerational transfers, cost-benefit analysis is helpful In achieving an
efficient allocation of resources if the discount rate is set equal to the market rate of interest. If,
however, the discount rate is not equated with the interest rate, the result wiN be inefficint
resource allocation - not intergenerational equity.
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Table A3.1. Competitive equilibria under alternative Income transfer reimes.

t 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

13 - 0.5

Tit 0.74 0.34 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.02
Ta -0.40 -0.11 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
C3, 0.47 0.26 0.19 0.1S 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09
Ca 0.94 0.52 0.37 0.30 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.19
K, 1.00 0.41 0.24 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.07
Q4 2.00 1.44 1.10 0.88 0.72 0.62 0.53 0.47 0.41 0.33 O.1S
Hi 1.04 0.76 0.58 0.46 0.38 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.15
w, 0.34 0.23 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.07
x, 0.34 0.55 0.72 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.96 1.09
pt 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.48

a a 0.75

Ti, 1.07 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 0.96 0.83 0.28
T) -0.76 -0.72 -0.71 -0.71 -0.71 -0.71 -0.71 -0.69 -0.65 -0.52 -0.02
C. 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.44 O.SS
Ca 0.54 O.S4 0.53 0.54 0.54 O.S4 O.S4 0.54 O.SS O.S9 0.73
1, 1.00 0.9S 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.89 0.80 0.49
Q, 2.00 2.13 2.19 2.21 2.21 2.22 2.21 2.19 2.11 1.88 1.03
H, 0.77 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.98 1.03
w, 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.26
;, 0.31 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.54
pt 0.40 0.37 0.36 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.3 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.26

a = 1.0

T3, 1.35 2.45 3.74 5.05 6.23 7.1S 7.70 7.72 7.02 S.25 1.58
Ts -1.08 -2.05 -3.26 -4.S0 -5.63 -6.53 -7.05 -7.07 -6.37 -4.63 -1.OS
Ci, 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.51 0.63 0.7S 0.90 1.06 1.26 1.54 2.11
C) 0.20 0.30 0.40 O.S1 0.63 0.75 0.90 1.06 1.26 1.54 2.11
K, 1.00 1.96 3.18 4.47 5.67 6.65 7.30 7.47 6.98 S.SS 2.62
g 2.00 2.58 2.79 2.85 2.86 2.86 2.84 2.81 2.73 2.50 1.SS
H 0.57 0.84 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.06 1.18 1.55
w, 0.28 0.39 0.48 0.55 O.S9 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.62 0.53
, 0.28 0.20 O.1S 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.20
p 0.48 0.47 0.51 O.SS 0.60 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.61 O.53 0.34

A3.13. While cost-benefit criteria may be helpful in achieving an efficient allocation of natural re-
sources over time, the allocation that Is judged to be sociaUly efficient depends on the transfers of
asts that are effected between the present and future generations. An allocaton tht is judged
to be optlmal3 from the standpoint of cost-benefit criteria may be unsustainable in the sense that
it Waves tn impoverished world to me mbers of future gonerations. This result underscores the
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need to supplemnnt the cost-benefit approach with criteria defining an appropria distribution of
welfare bewen present and future. In this sense, cost-benefit and sustinability criria are pro-
perly viewed as complementary rastr than contradictory, addressing fundamentally dffrent as-
pects of the tertemporal pilnning problem.

A3.14. The model used to Illuste these results Is a considerable abstraction and simplification
of reality. Many interesting Issues - the relationship betwen living standards and populton
growth (Ecksteln et al, 1988), the implications of uncertainty IHowarth, 1991), poti ors In
the formation of expecations (Graham-Tomasi et al, 1986), and th ineffkcnces tha may wise
In infinie-horizon overiapping generaions economies, for example - are omitted from consition
In order to simplify and crify the structure of the problem under consideraton. One matter of
direct relevance concems the Institutions that govem the transfer of assets from present to
future. Intergenerational transfers are a pervasive aspect of economic realiy. Parents care for
their offspring and render bequests to them upon dying. Publk instiutions provid education and,
In some socities, health and welfare services to the young. Govemments invest In reerch and
development activtes that may take many decades to generate useful technologies.

A3.1 S. While privat altruism Is one source of interenerational transfers, there ar both thoret-
ical and practial concerns that suggest a potential role for government is ensuri th wefHare of
future generations. If, for example, Individuals care not only about tir own children but also
about other future individuals, the welfare of future gnerations take on the characteristics of a
public good, and a laissez faWre policy would result In as transfer from present to future that
aU individuals would find to be undesirably small (Howarth and Norgard, 1991). The rhetoric of
Intergeneraional equity plays an Important role in public debats concernin the environment,
education, the economy, and other policy issues. To the extent Ot conomists seek to illumi-
now and contribute to policy discussions, it is therefore important ta they fully addrss the
dimensions and implicatons of the susainability criterion.
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Appendix 4

CURRENT MONITORNG AND INTERGENERATIONAL DISTRIBUTIVE INSTITUTIONS

A4.1. In the Industrialized countries, institutions have ben establishd to assur future
generations have aeess to pardands, tt natural areas are protected, and ta endagred species
do not go extinct. Forest management agencies wer established wth the objecdve of asuri
contnued supplies of timber. Many energy resources in th public domain In the United States and
Canada were not exploited until lona after their existence became well documented. Compawable
resource management agencies In developing countries also typicly ar mandae to nmnage
resources for fuure gnerations. Concerm for future generations and the design of Institutions, albeit
inadequately, for long term resource management clearly prdat the curent concer with t
susainability of development and the recent developmens this concem has simulad In economic
thinking. Indeed, it can be argued that the goals of the conservaion movement at the end of the
19th century and beginning of the 20th century and the institutions esblished at that time have
been undermined by the rise of economic argumrents about efficiency which ignored intreneraional
quity.

A4.2. At the ineional level, numerous Institutions have evolved during the lte half of the
twentieth enury in rsponse to the needs of developing couties and more recently which collet
some of the pertinent informaton and affect the maintenance of naral capitl. Since sustainb
development as an intational issue still evolving politically and concepuay, it is not ye
apparen how existing institutions will fit Into an ultimate pattern of ins t fulfi the need for
the aesment and guidance of resource transfers to future gnerations. The newy esblshed
Global Environmental Facility could evolve Into a very effective instution for this task, but is funding
to date is relatively Insignificant and its procedures are only beginning to be esthed. In an effort
to spark further thinking about insutions in the future, dfts stion vey brfly assess th sit-
ustion with rpea to tropical rainfoests In particular.

A4.3. Data on tropical rainforst timber resources are collected by individual nations and assmbled
by the Fores Department of the U.N. Food and Agricultural Organiation. Coordination with
respect to variables for which data are collected has occurred over the yars through FAO assisnce
to Individual nations for foresy Inventories. Such data, however, ar vey limited in scope even for
the narrow goal of asessing timber resources and are not known for thir quality or availabiliy with
respect to more recent years. Data on tropical timber resources are especially difficult because only
a few species of trees may be of commercial Interest in any given year, but the number and typ
of species of intes is rapidly changing. Non-timoor species utilized by Indigenous and local peoples
are not Identfied in any coordinated data set. Many still hope tha remote sensing and elctronic
storage and sorting techniques will overcome thoe limitations. Others emphasize that the quality
of tropical fore" are a function of many interacting factors. Furhm , it is not the forssu that
ned to be continuously asssed as much as the threats to the forest that need to be continuoUSIy
asesed. The iumense fir in the tropical rainforest of Kallmanfan in 398x aftr several years of
drought highlights the Importance of entirely new types of information with rspect to the Interactions
between clima and human activites on a global scale. Such factor wUi be even more critical in
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light of climate predictions.

A4.4. Issues of complexity, contextuality, and the need for information with respect to threats are
even more relevant for non-timber species and forest ecosystem t.nctions where the quality of the
available data are far worse. The Intemational Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources maintains Information on threatened species. This Information, however, Is biased towards
particular types of species, and collection largely occurs through the haphazard efforts of
uncoordinated field researchers. The number of species, to say nothing of ecosystem characteristics
and functions, about which information might be collected Is daunting.

A4.5. Given the quality of dat and the difficulties of improving them, the diverse national and
intemational agencies and disparate non-governmental organizations which have assumed various
aspects of the task of assessing the status and future of tropical rainforests are understandably
contentious. While views on particulars differ dramatically, there Is an apparent consensus, however,
that deforestation must be reversed, that a significant portion of the remaining virgin tropical
rainforest must be saved to protect blodiversity and indigenous peoples, and that Improved technolo-
gies and social organization must be developed. The Tropical Forest Action Plan ITFAP) emerged
in the mid-i 980s around this consensus, providing a sries of linkages between international
agencies, national govemments, and non-govemmental organizaions around national aclon plans.
The linkages, aimed at ataining these objectives, were not backed by sufficient new financial
resources or committment from those with existing financial resources to make an apparent
difference. Most national action plans and decisions continued to favor commercial timber production
while paying "lip service" to other uses of the forests and both lcal and global interests. Since
TFAP was inititated, concem for biodiversity has continued to increase while the importance of
forests to global climate maintenance has begun to be realized. The combination of poor results and
greater importance at coordination has led to considerable evaluation and proposals for the redesign
of TFAP.

A4.6. In 1985 the Intemational Tropical Timber Agreement, an agreement between nations which
produce tropical timber and nations which Import tropical timber, came into effect. The International
Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) was formed to fulfill the terms of the agreement to: promote the
expansion and diversificaion of intemational trade in timber, to Improve the structural conditions of
the tropical timber market, to promote and support research and development on improved forest
managment and wood utilization, Improve market intelligence, encourage timber processing in timber
producing countries, encourage members to support reforestation and forest management, and im-
prove the marketing and distribution of tropical timber exports. What makes this agreement
especially Interesting is the final objoctive (Article 1 (h)I: 'To encourage the development of national
policie aimed at sustainable utilization and conservation of tropical forests and their genetic
resources, and at maintaining the ecological balance in the regions concemed'. While the agreement
and ITTO are still primarily directed at timber and wood export products exclusive of the multitude
of oftr forest uses and fors interests, ITTO could play an Important, constructive role in the global
monitring and management of tropical rainforests. The terms of the agreement are broader and
suggest a greer interest in cooperating to reach global environmental goals than any commodity
sgree"nt heretofore. Indeed, one of the first decisions of ITTO was to commission a study of the
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sustainability of tropical forestryo. Intemational agencies Including the World Bank have already
relied on this study for data and assessment of the prospects for sustainable tropicl forety.

A4.7 The World Reources Institute, United Nations Environment Program, and Internatonal Union
for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources are initiating a Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
which is being joined by numerous Intenatonal agencies including the World Bank and numerous
nongovermental organizations. Since tropical rainforests house a significant portion of the total
number of speies, the efforts of the Biological Cosnervation Strategy to develop biological dat and
assesments of the causes of the loss of biodiversity could affect our understanding of the
imporance of tropical forests for fumr peoples and our understanding of the opto available for
managing forests.

A4.8. Concem over global climate change sustains a global modeling and assessment effort and
diverse networkin between rearchers and policy makers which may result in intemational accords
which could have a major impact on forest maintenance and perhaps rgeneration.

A4.9. The administrations of the seven leading Western induwil nations known as fte G-7
periodically hold Economic Summit meings to discuss common concerns. Among an expanding
rango of isues in the now world disordor, global environmental concems are absorbing an Increasing
portion of the Economic Summit agenda. An extensive stment reflecting considerable anxiet
emerged from the Paris meing in th summer of 1989. At the Houston meing during July 1990,
a weak consensus toward action emerged wkh respect to global climate change and an experimeal
step was Initiated to curb deforestation in the Amazon. The -7 asked Brazil to prepare a proposal
to stem tropical deforstion with the financial and other cooperation of Industrial neions. A
proposal is currenly being drafted with the assistance of the World Bank.

A4.10. The Global Environmental Facility (GEF) developed through an agreement among a goup of
countries to establish a fund administered by the World Bank to be dispensed as concesonal lns
designed and approved by the Bank, UW4EP and UNDP. The GEF Is a pilot program designed to
provide concessional lending to developing countres for project which alleviate global environmental
problems. Umiting the emisons of greenhouse ases and protecting biodiversity are two of the four
priority areas for funding. Both of these objectives interelate wkh tropical forestry policies. The GEF
is just beginning operation but could evolve Into an extremely Important Institution for facilitating
transfers between nations which will assure the transfer of rights to tropical rainfors resources to
future generations.

A4.11. In response to th belief that cuffent cooperative efforts to protect tropical rainforests are
ineffective, local and national govemments in Germany and the Netherlands have voluntarily stopped
buying products made from tropical timbers. The European Parliament proposed a ban on imports
which was rejected by the European Commisson. Trade agencies in Europe and th United Kingdom
have adopted voluntary codes of conduct and proposed trWfs to resain Imports. Numerous
Indigenous groups and non-govermental organizations in developed and developing countries have
directly interferred wih lgging, procoeing, and trade in an effort to reduce deforestatin. These

71. Duncan Poore, op cit.
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Individual at are clarly not optimal, but neither is the status quo optimal.z

A4.12. In summary, tee Is a pastihe of evolvino resource monitoring and assessment bnttutons
workng at an Internanal level with considerable potential for affeng the m gnt and
trans of tropkal rainforest rurces to future generations. Economis tend to look at the
delopmnt of the institutions as In oppositon to economic sittns, but his perspective Is
Inappropiate. Economic optization, whether through markets or planning, requires just h srt
of lba monioing and st these environmental instiudons strive to provid. The environ-
nwntal semnc bsemn which the institutions reason is needed, since if they to boked to econo-
mic reasoning and the market the rasoning would be too circular. New and old institutions will
evolve more approprately If the potential complementarities are appropriately understod. The di-
vere Impikations of thinking of sustainability as an equity will hopefully help in this respect.
Consierable work is needed on how the environmental Institutions might bs be augmented, how
economic Iasts* might best utilize the information they generate, and what additional accords
and perhps new management directives are needed to susin development.

72. Condenoed from Robert J. A. Goodland, lmanuel O.A. ABJbey, Jan C.
Post, and ary 3. Dyson (Tropical Moist Forest Managments The Urgency of the
?raneltion to Sustainability, 1990).
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